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Chapter 1
Introduction
What you are going to read is far beyond your understanding. I am aware of
that. This is the greatest present that I can offer to you, the greatest present that
I can offer to humanity.
Everything began when I was about 33 years old at Châtel-Montagne in a 12th
century church.
My name is Philippe Leroux. I can hear voices. So can you, but you are probably
not aware of that yet. This gives you some kinds of tiny prophecies about your
life. Since I was a kid, I had been searching for a meaning to my life but without
success until then. I had attended a religious class; I had not understood much.
I did not like to go to mass1 ; it bored me. I had forgotten the Hail Mary and
vaguely knew the Lord’s Prayer.
But I remember that I used to love to go in churches. There was some kind of a
presence; I felt good in there. Often, I would kiss the Blessed Virgin Mary when
I had good news. I had a boundless admiration for Her but, once again, without
knowing why. I was a believer but like Saint Thomas, I needed a proof—
After my studies in theoretical physics at Orsay (France), I held a PhD in mathematics at Rennes. I endeavored to understand the work of God but without
any great success. Having passed the French diploma "agrégation de mathématiques", a voice told me to teach. ‘That is what you want, you want me to
teach teenagers’, I replied. I was disconcerted. I couldn’t get the point of studying for such a long time to finally teach very simple things. It was only much
later on that I understood why.
Around 2007, I started to study traditional Chinese medicine. I improved my
ability to feel. I learned to think with another logic that the one I was taught.
During that year, my grand-father suddenly passed away at the hospital. I knew
that he was going to die; a voice had informed me. I got on a plane and asked
God to delay his death so that he could die in my arms. My wish was fulfilled.
During his funeral, I started to talk to my grand-father, ‘you did not realize how
1
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you died, come and see me tonight. I will explain you how it occurred.’ I had
even studied his medical record before making that proposal. During that famous night, I was brutally woken up, held down on the bed by a huge pressure.
I went out of my body through my Kidneys; Ming Men, the gate of Life, under
the second lumbar vertebrae for those who know. I was a conscious point in the
ambiant space, who could see my physical body seemingly asleep but from the
outside. I could see; I could hear. I answered medical questions that I could not
hear but that I could guess according to my answers. I was thrown back into my
body at the end of the discussion. I was very afraid. I did not sleep during the
following two nights. After this experience, I resumed my spiritual quest that I
had suspended. I studied Buddhism, Taoism and also Christianity to look for
explanations; what am I doing on Earth and why?
I started qi gong lessons with a taoist monk. It goes back to 2010. One day, he
told us, ‘you, Westerners, you are too captivated by your mental; you forget to
live.’ These words hit my guts like a bolt of lightning. It’s true, we are working,
studying books a lot, but do we experience what we are studying? After this
conversation, I made the decision to experience what I was reading and especially the Gospel that I had started to read again. I read what Christ did and
compared with what I was doing in my life. The gap was so huge! I made the
decision to do the best I could to follow Him, especially regarding forgiveness
and charity.
As I took the Chinese medicine class in Lyon, I also attended lectures given by
Philip Sionneau in Paris. We got on well. There, I met Eric; a man like me who
was looking for a meaning to his life. That was in the early days of July 2010,
I was 33 years old and a half. I went to Eric’s home. ‘Hey, since you are good
at feeling energy’, he said, ‘let’s go to Châtel-Montagne. There is a 12th century
church with a path for initiates, you will appreciate it; it’s very powerful!’
Understood! I entered the church, walked along the path for initiates in a particular direction; I took my time. What Eric told me was true ; the place was
really powerful. I described him what I was feeling and at some point I told
him, ‘don’t laugh at me, right here at this place, I have just felt two very imposing
doors, as if made of stone, opening up into my heart.’ He looked at me, amazed,
then he told me, ‘look at what is behind you.’ I turned around. I saw a statue of
Christ with His Heart opened (The Blessed Heart of Jesus). I trembled. I did not
understand. I was thankful and we went out.
On the way back, in the car, Eric told me, ‘do you know Master Philippe de Lyon?’
I answered him I didn’t. He clarified, ‘He was a healer in the previous century,’.
I said, ‘Was he? My brother told me about healers in the countrysides — ’ He interrupted me, ‘you don’t get it! He performed the same miracles as Christ did.’
I was both amazed and puzzled, ‘I will have a look on the web.’ Once back
home, I looked for him on the internet and actually noticed what Eric had told
me. I started crying, ‘impossible,’ I said to myself, ‘this is impossible— So, all
these things, the Gospel, Christ, are true!’ Regarding Christ and the Gospel, I
understood the arguments that indeed, it was 2000 years ago indeed, people
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might have exaggerated what had happened; indeed, the Gospel might have
been modified or falsified as many people think; indeed, you might think so—
but in this case it happened in the last century! Afterwards, I even met members of the family of John Chapas, the beloved disciple of the Master.
The Master claimed that the Gospel had not been falsified (Life and Words page
107), ‘God would not have permitted it,’ he said. The Master was buried in the
Loyasse cemetery in Lyon. The following days, a fight started inside me, ‘I must
go.’ This man had come on Earth to give pieces of evidence, to remind people
that the Gospel and Christ are true!
I had to go; I had to go to thank him. But you have no idea of the voices arising
in my head, ‘what are you going to do there? He is pure and you are not.’ I knew
it; but I had made up my mind and off I went!
I was trembling, I dared not step forward. My heart was beating quickly. That
very day, I did not even take the time to check where the tomb was in this large
cemetery. ‘Never mind; if I am to find it, I will be guided.’ I moved forward in
the central aisle turning my head from left to right— very anxious. A voice said
to me, ‘straight ahead,’ a few more steps and there I was. I was very anxious. I
stared at his name on the grave. I did not remember what I did. Suddenly, my
body started vibrating. From the toes to the head, gradually, then stronger and
stronger. My entrails started vibrating very strongly and so did my tongue. It
was very impressive. I was happy! I thought that the Master, from above, had
to know that I could feel energy and he was giving me a sign— But suddenly, I
caught myself confessing before Him. He reminded me a youthful indiscretion.
I admitted. These intense vibrations lasted one hour! I was thankful, I was filled
with enthusiasm!!! ‘It’s unbelievable what this man has done for me’, I thought. I
was light years away from being aware of what I had really experienced that day.
Days went by. Eric had told me about a medium in Lyon in contact with the
Master. The Master had appeared in front of her in her room. She had told him,
‘who are you?’ He did not answer. She knew only afterwards. Another fight
started inside me. I had to see that woman. She would put me in touch with
the Master; I could give thanks face to face. I imagined that the Master took her
shape and talked as if he were embodied. I had to go!
I cannot tell everything that happened. It was beyond words. I cried a lot; I was
thankful. I did not understand. I remember it was on Wednesday in February
2011 around 11 o’clock am. I had a bad flu that had dragged on for one week;
no way to get rid of it with my acupuncture needles. But around 1 o’clock pm,
I went into my sitting room to needle some points. Suddenly, a flood of energy
arose from above. My body was vibrating. Never did I feel the lung and the
large intestine meridians like this. What a wonder! The Master was healing me!
Suddenly my hands started to vibrate very strongly and for a long time. Up to
then, I understood what He did but now, why activating the palms of my hands
to cure a flu? The treatment sharply stopped. Everything returned to normal;
I was cured. The day after, I performed an acupuncture treatment on my wife.
I started to localise a point and immediately I was astounded— I understood
everything! I was screaming and yelling, ‘the Master—, the Master, He changed
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my hands!’ When setting my finger on a point, I started to feel new sensations,
in particular people’s meridians. I could guide them in their sensations. How
wonderful! I had developed extrasensory perception.
Days went by. Between April and May 2011, I had to go to Paris for a Chinese
medicine training course. I used to sleep at Marianiste Brothers’ house in Anthony (Paris). I discovered that big residence thanks to Frederic. Their chapel
is extraordinary. When I went in for the first time, it felt like home. That day, as
usual, I went in to meditate. I walked toward the foot of the Cross which is quite
tall. There is a representation of Christ on it. I stared at Him. Suddenly, powerful rays came out of His heart to hit the so-called third eye. I did not dare to
move anymore. This lasted for a while, maybe fifteen minutes and everything
sharply stopped. I did not understand— I stepped back; my head turned to the
left, stared at an invisible point in space and said, ‘but Lord, why me? I am nothing.’ A deep voice full of authority resounded, ‘you said it yourself.’ Silence—
I realized, ‘Yes, it is true that I am nothing.’ We had a discussion that I forgot. I
gave thanks. I was far from imagining why Christ had done that.
Months went by. I had resumed reading the Gospel and the apocryphal texts;
notably the Gospels of Philip and Thomas. At that time, I was interested in crystals as well. Some could, supposedly, facilitate the opening to the Christlike
dimension. During a treatment that I gave to myself with one of them, I was led
very far away. I heard a woman’s voice; she said she was called Mary (Myriam
in French). She told me that at her time, I was one of her disciples.
Days went by. I bought the Gospel of Mary Magdalene. At home my body started
vibrating gently. ‘What a wonder!’, I thought. I could then distinguish this book
from any other one without seeing it because my body vibrated as soon as I took
it. There was the Gospel of Philip which set my body vibrating but much later.
One day, I laid down on my bed in the afternoon with the Gospel of Mary Magdalene without making any parallel. Suddenly, I was enraptured in the Spirit.
There was a very beautiful woman in front of me, around thirty years old, with
very beautiful red and thick hair floating in the wind, a starry sky behind her.
She was shining. She radiated happiness, peace and light. She had a dark blue
fitted garment, fastening up to her throat. She smiled at me with her wide eyes
full of Love. After a while, I came back to the reality of this world. I was happy;
I had seen Mary Magdalene (Myriam de Magdala in French). It was her, the
woman’s voice that I had heard during the trip with the crystal. Some nights, I
would fall asleep after placing her Gospel under my pillow. I had the feeling of
being close to her.
Days went by. One afternoon, I felt like having a rest. I took the Gospel of Mary
Magdalene to try to fathom its mysteries and my body started to vibrate gently.
I read it then fell asleep. On waking, I was suddenly enraptured in the Spirit. I
had the same vision; she was in front of me again, always smiling and so bright.
Later, on 22nd of July 2012, to give thanks, I drove to the Sainte Baume mountain (France), the place where she had ended her life. It was the first time that in
my heart I felt Love coming from a woman from above, coming from the Sacred
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Feminine!
Months went by until the 24th of December 2012. It was on a Monday morning. That day, I went out to get my bread at the bakery beside the church. I
had not washed nor shaved myself, and was wearing a tracksuit. As I arrived, a
deep voice full of authority told me, ‘Go to church.’ I was trembling. I bought
my bread and then went to the church thinking that I would be alone as usual.
To my great surprise, I saw two priests. I knew one of them and the third one
was being taught by the others. I entered just before the Eucharist. I was embarrassed. I moved aside to the right side of the church behind a pillar not to
trouble the ceremony. Then came the Holy Communion, I took a step forward,
I felt as if I was being gently pushed towards the Body of Christ. The priest, disconcerted, not pleased at all of this unexpected situation, sharply said to me,
‘do you receive communion?’ I firmly answered, ‘I do!!!’ After the Holy Communion, I went back to my place, baffled. I was feeling the communion wafer,
the Body of Christ, dissolving within me. My body was vibrating. It was the
first time that I felt something when I received communion! The celebration
went on, then came the Cup and the Blood of Christ. They received communion together without offering it to me. At the end of the celebration, the priest
came toward me while the two others stood back. He was staring at me, then
spoke some words to me; I answered with a courteous voice. We were intensely
staring at each other. I wanted to tell him, ‘never will you guess who has sent
me here’—. He would not have believed me. I walked back home. On the way
back, I said to Christ, ‘you know, it does not matter if they did not invite me, I
forgive them. After all, I never go to mass, I am not a Catholic, so why would they
have invited me?’ Silence—
That night of the 24th to the 25th of December, 2012, around 10pm, I was in my
bed but not sleeping. Suddenly, I was enraptured in the Spirit. I had a vision.
I could see the Body of Christ in front of me distinctly, particularly the chest—
bare. Then a horizontal slit slowly opened at the level of His heart along several
centimeters, from His right to His left. His blood was flowing on—
This lasted a while, then I suddenly came back into real life. I was not able to
describe what I was feeling. A long time went by before I could understand
what it meant. He had given me His Blood!
A few days went by. During my prayers, Light crosses were affixed on different
chakras; some protections surely.
Then one evening, I was enraptured in the Spirit again. I could see Christ in
glory, so huge and dressed in Light. There were a lot of people (we were very
small compared to Him). Triumphant, He was walking on a long carpet in our
midst and we looked at Him admiringly. But while Christ was in front of me,
my attention was drawn by His hat! I cried out, ‘but He has the same hat as the
pope!!!’ I should have said that the pope had the same hat as Him! A kind of
huge mitre of Light. Suddenly I came back into real life without understanding
the meaning of that vision.
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A few days later, resting on my bed around the middle of the afternoon, I was
enraptured in the Spirit once again. I was face to face with Him. We were looking into each other’s eyes but I knew it was Him only later. A few tens of centimeters were between us. I told Him, ‘who are you?’ Silence—
In the back, I could hear a voice blaspheming. Then after quite some time, on
my left hand side, a second vision came out; I clearly saw a man hung on a cross
who was struggling, turning his head from right to left and from left to right vigorously, he was denying Satan. I was staring at this man more and more, then
more and more, then more and more intensely and all of a sudden, it was a brutal revelation, ‘but it’s me! Yes, it’s really me!!!’ The doubt was not allowed any
longer; I was baffled; I thought, ‘but what am I doing on a cross?’
I saw this man, I saw myself, struggling as I could, crucified on a cross2 . The
vision then vanished. The face in front of me moved forward, plunged into my
face, kissed me, moved back from me and told me, ‘thank you.’
His face disappeared. At that moment, in a split second, I clearly perceived a
green snake turning around my head. I then knew who was blaspheming during the vision.
I knew that it was Christ that I had had in front of me that day only much later. I
remained deeply impressed, The Lord who is EVERYTHING, gave me thanks—
I who am nothing!
I also had an answer to the question I had asked Christ in the Marianiste Brothers’ chapel at Anthony, ‘—but my Lord, why me?’
Afterwards I had other visions. For example, I was picked up by a white unicorn
toward the door of the Kingdom Christ told us about. Everything was darkness
outside that Kingdom. There was a huge cross of Light which served as a window and guided the unicorn and myself on the way. So dense was the Light
coming from the cross that we could clearly see ramparts which seemed ready
to implode.
As you probably know, there is a unicorn on the facade of Saint John cathedral’s
wall in Lyon. There were initiates at that time—
Months went by. I began to learn the Ave Maria and the Pater Noster prayers
but I did not go to mass despite many attempts. Above all, I said the Blessed
Virgin Mary’s chaplet daily. I had seen Mary Magdalene, I had seen Christ. I
had also seen the Master who had saved me from a deadlock.
In parallel with the chaplet, I recited the Jesus prayer or prayer of the heart;
an orthodox prayer that I had read in, The way of a Pilgrim which is "Lord Jesus,
Son of God, have mercy on me, sinner". My friend Sylvain had first told me about
that book. One day, I kept on saying it during two hours and at that instant, the
Holy Spirit in the shape of a dove, as John the Baptist described it, appeared
before my forehead—
But I had not yet seen the One that I would kiss on a small statue of Lourdes
2

Addendum of April 13th, 2020 : in september 2017, Heaven showed me I was stoned, which
explains the moves of my head (vain reflexes of a man trying to avoid stones).
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when I had very good news; the Blessed Virgin Mary. And one day, my wish
was granted. I saw Her from behind. She was praying in front of a black screen.
There was a screen because I was not allowed to see what was behind. A voice
told me She was praying the Holy Trinity. I was thankful.
Afterwards, I had other visions of Her. I have never seen Her face, but I saw Her
beside me, sometimes in a Light coat. Once, I heard Her voice’s timbre when
She said the chaplet with me. At that moment, I understood She was really full
of grace. That voice, so sweet, is beyond words. It is really the Mommy who was
present beside one of her children. I received many graces from the Blessed
Virgin Mary.
In June 2013, I joined a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. I had received the Blood of
Christ, I had to do a remarkable gesture within my capacity. So I decided to
walk in His footsteps in Israel and to go to the Holy Sepulchre to thank Him for
what He did for me.
During that trip, the Lord gave me so much!!! I had the Grace to feel what He
had really felt that day at Gethsemane before being arrested. He really cried
that day; His Soul was really full of sadness.
You should know that there is a treasure in your heart. There is a being who
lives within you, that you are carrying as a woman carries a child. This being is
the real "I" who has to awake. In your heart, Christ may come and talk to you
as well. You then hear a voice springing out of the heart. At that moment, God
is speaking to you! It is very impressive.
The first time it happened to me was in the workplace during the A-levels exam.
I was supervising the corridor. A student was late; panicked, she had a tetany
attack. As I was in the area and practiced Chinese medicine, I took care of her.
She had around her neck a medal of the Blessed Virgin Mary and it moved me.
I prayed Heaven for help, ‘my Lord, look at the medal! Help us so that she gets
better, if this be Your will.’
After a short while, she was amazingly calm; we were talking to each other, I told
her to go back to the exam, ‘no, I am fine with you here,’ she confided in me. It
was only forty minutes later that she went back to the exam, relaxed. I walked
back to my desk. I prayed so that she could do the test in good conditions. The
voice came out of my heart at that moment; a remark and then silence—
I tried to look at my heart, to speak to it but no word came out anymore. Much
later, Master Philippe de Lyon taught me where that voice came from.
Hours went by, then the young girl stopped the exam half an hour before the
end. She did not understand what happened, because according to her, she
had always difficulties to finish. I pretended to be amazed and said nothing—
At Gethsemane, it was this being in my heart who had felt what happened two
thousand years ago.
I tried many paths before coming to Christianity. But in parallel with this way
that attracted me, another one was puzzling me; Buddhism. I had notably experienced the Vipassana technique. I had even obtained two short communications with Buddha thanks to a statue of him. But I did not understand.
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That being also wanted to free humanity by his philosophy and his Vipassana
technique but that seemed contrary to the Gospel because he denied the existence of the soul and the personal "I".
One day, I asked Heaven, ‘who is Buddha?’ I heard a voice answering me, ‘Buddha is an archangel who was incarnated to guide a part of humanity.’ ‘WOW,
respect— ’, I said. ‘... yes, but to guide towards where?’, I said. Silence—
I was also interested in the opening of the Kundalini. In the esoteric world,
there is no escaping it, for people keep on talking about it. A kind of energy
wrapped in the coccyx area was supposed to wake up after many techniques of
purification, to take the shape of a snake, to go up along the spinal column to
reach the coronal and it was the Awakening. Yet again, I did not understand.
In parallel, I was strongly puzzled by the Holy Spirit baptism and this sentence
from the Gospel of John, "Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending, and
remaining on him, the same is he which baptizes with the Holy Spirit", God had
said to John the Baptist (John 1-33). And yet again, I did not understand.
During that pilgrimage to the Holy Land, I had graces beyond words everyday.
At Jerusalem we slept at the nun’s convent. On Thursday, December 26th, 2013,
Heaven woke me up around 5:30 am. I said the chaplet of the Blessed Virgin
Mary and that of the Divine Mercy. The sun was rising over Jerusalem. At the
end of the recitation a voice suggested to me to lie down and told me, ‘Ask.’
Spontaneously, I said, ‘my Lord, baptize me with the Holy Spirit.’ Silence—
I began to recite, continuously and in me, the prayer of the heart; "Lord Jesus,
Son of God, have mercy on me, sinner."
It lasted for some time. Then my body started trembling— Many very strong
shakes! An angel, like an eagle, came to take my spirit away. I kept on reciting
the prayer. From then on, I was aware of my body as if I was inside it, while
I was out of it, hung by the angel who took me away toward unknown places.
There were beautiful forests and many beautiful landscapes.
While I was discovering these lands, my body was vibrating on and on, intensely
trembling, I was tetanized but still said the prayer. After a long while, I felt a column of fire powerfully going up from my coccyx to my spinal column. I saw the
two lobes of my brain moved apart under pressure and a column of fire spurted
out from the middle of my brain like an erupting volcano. My body kept on
vibrating very strongly— I still recited the prayer. I saw a kind of molten lava
coming out of the two lobes and a few pieces bursting under pressure, but no
pain. It lasted a long while. Suddenly the Holy Spirit sprang like a magnificent
dove and engraved the inside of my forehead.
After the Holy Spirit left, I could hear a voice blaspheming beside me, I knew
where it came from. I recovered my consciousness shortly after, filled with wonder by what I had experienced. I was thankful.
I knew that the Snake had falsified a lot of things, but what a surprise it was
when I saw that baptism in the Holy Spirit had also been falsified by the Snake.
What I experienced was known to me as Kundalini except that at the end, it is
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not the Holy Spirit with a dove shape who springs up but the influence under
the Snake’s domination—
Having come back from Jerusalem, I continued my spiritual quest as my guardian
angel had told me some months before, ‘Pursue your quest!’
However I still did not understand who Buddha was. I cannot share everything
I lived through but it was on the night from the 22nd till the 23rd of February
2014 that everything changed dramatically. Precisely at 5:33 am. I saw Buddha,
face to face. He is imposing and extremely powerful. At daybreak, I decided to
throw away the statue of him that I had. His archangel name had been revealed
to me in Vietnam on the Cham islands.
I had many revelations and many graces in Vietnam. I experienced an astonishing anecdote in Hoi An in my hotel room.
That morning, I opened up the shutters. On a chair of the terrace I saw a big
cockroach lain on its back. It was dying. I stepped back as I saw it, and I started
to recall the Master’s teaching. He had insisted not to judge the beings that God
had created, that we had to love any beings in Nature— and thus the cockroach
that I had in front of me.
I stepped forward. I tried to put it back on its legs, but it had no strength and
each attempt ended without success. Systematically, it fell on its back. I gave
it a bit of morning dew with a leaf but without success. I decided then to communicate by telepathy with it. I had already done that for animals and plants.
That does not always work but why not try?
‘What may I do for you?’, I said. I heard a voice, ‘you can do nothing for me.’
I was both happy and annoyed. Happy because it worked, annoyed because I
did not accept that fate. I tried many things; nothing! I said a prayer for the
sake of that poor cockroach and my wife and I went out for breakfast. We were
concerned by the fate of this animal. Back in our room, I tried again. I could not
leave it like this. I had brought back with me a banana in the hope that it could
eat a bit. I turned it over once again and miracle! It stood on its legs, very weak.
I remembered the prayer and gave thanks to Heaven. I cut up a bit of banana,
put it just before its mandibles. I stared at its shell; its armor which acted as a
body. I mused that I would be paralyzed with fear in front of it, if it was 1.80
meters long. Suddenly, it curled up and clung on to the banana. It was eating! I
was filled with wonder to see its jaw moving. It was eating! A short while went
by, I saw that it was regaining its strength. It was really regaining its strength.
Suddenly an idea came to me, ‘make eye contact with it’, which I did. It was
difficult because its eyes were tiny. I tried several unsuccessful attempts. Then
our eyes met. Its eyes were tiny and round. Suddenly I could see a huge wave of
Love coming toward me. I had the impression of seeing plenty of concentriccircles-waves surrounding me. No one, I claim it, no one, incarnated in the
matter had given me as much love as that tiny animal whose life I had tried to
save and which had really understood it. I was so moved. My heart opened up.
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I felt a burning desire to hold it in my arms, to hug it strongly and to kiss it! But
it was so tiny that I was afraid of hurting it—
Then this demonstration of unconditional love sharply stopped. The cockroach
curled up to step back and hide itself into a slot of the chair. Things were back to
normal. The fear of the unknown; the mistrust of a being that we do not know.
I had had the privilege to attend a moment when at last armors and masks are
put aside and when we dare to love with in the most beauty way.
I let the tiny animal go back to its life and I started musing. All the ordeals and
experiences that we live are sent by God, the Father, to awake our conscience
toward a better being, at least for those who wish for that. What could this experience mean?
Suddenly I stared at the icon of Christ. Again, I thought back to the Gospel according to Philip (110), ‘the pearl cast down into the mud... keeps its value in the
eyes of its owner.’ And I realized, ‘my Lord, the pearl cast down into the mud—,
the cockroach— it’s me!!! That day in a path in Lyon, I met a man, I sent Him so
much Love without knowing who He was’—
Everything was buzzing around in my head. I also thought about that question,
‘but My Lord, why me?’, then about Mary Magdalene and suddenly I realized
what Christ had said to Mary Magdalene, ‘for this reason I say to you, her sins,
which are many, have been forgiven, for she loved much.’ (Gospel of Luke 7-47).
I was understanding.
Days went by. Everyday, I said the two chapelets. I had understood. I had understood that Christianity was not a stack of technics as we can see by hundreds of them on the web or in other religions. I had understood that we did
not need to pay to get any particular gift, or any particular opening of this and
that channel. I had understood that in Christianity, no matter the outstanding
possibilities that you have, you will always find on your way a person who has
the same possibilities as you and often more than you without being Christian.
God willed it so. I had understood that Christianity is the family gathered and
regained above all! It is the only religion in which the emblem of the family is
present; the Virgin and the Child!
I therefore gave up everything. I was done searching with crystals, searching for
opening the channels. I said to Heaven; ‘I want to get back to my family!’
I had realized that before leaving for Jerusalem. On the web, I had discovered a
remarkable Vietnamese man; Marcel Van. As a kid, he played on Christ’s knees!
He had asked for a spiritual older-sister Saint Therese of the Child Jesus!
‘This man is brillant!’ I exclaimed. ‘I too would like to have an elder sister.’ I
thought of Mary Magdalene. She was the first one I had seen; she had guided
me. I requested it from Heaven. Silence—
Yet, the day after, I was stricken with remorse. I was thinking that I must have
usurped a place that was not mine, that I did not deserve such an honor. I requested from Heaven again and withdrew myself. Silence—
Months went by, then came the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. That day, we were
to meet at Saint Jerome church. Key figures from the Vatican were there and
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the church was crowded. I had taken my time to go in. There was snow over
Jerusalem some days before our arrival; never before had people seen so much
snow! I took photos in the inner yard and came in. There was no place left except the one in front of me. I could only sit there.
I walked up to that seat, turned my head, admiringly looking at the decoration
from my left hand side to my right hand side and ended face to face in front of
a large and wonderful painting of— Mary Magdalene. I was amazed, I stared
at her, face to face, then I could hear a woman’s voice saying, ‘Hi, little brother!’
Silence—
I smiled back at her. I was understanding. What a joy; ‘Hi, elder sister,’ I said to
her looking at her admiringly— she had accepted!
Back from my pilgrimage; months went by. It was on the 25th of May, 2014, on
a Sunday; Mother’s Day. I was puzzled. Did I have to say to the Blessed Virgin
Mary, ‘happy Mother’s Day!’ because She was a mother at her time? Or did I
have to say to Her, ‘happy Mother’s Day!’ because She is our mother according
to the interpretation of the Gospel of John, "woman, behold your son. John, behold your mother."
That day, I walked toward my neighbourhood’s church while thinking about
what I was going to say. Just before arriving in front of the statue of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, still thoughtful, I could hear Her voice which sweetly told me, ‘you
may call Me Mommy.’
I was speechless. I could not believe what I had just heard. I stood up in front
of the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary, staring at Her. I made eye contact
with Her as She and Christ had taught me. I could not say a word. Then,
as usual, I began to say the chaplet, ‘Hail Mary— ’. At this point, a firm and
sweet man’s voice interrupted me, ‘Mommy. Hail Mommy.’ I didn’t understand. I started again, ‘Hail Mary,’ I was sharply interrupted, ‘Mommy. Hail
Mommy.’ It occurred three times. The third time, I said ‘Hail Mommy’ and then
my body started to vibrate, filled with joy— ‘is it true? So, You want me to call
You Mommy,’ I say to Her.
It was strange. I was moved and at the same time it sounded as if it was normal, as if She had always been the Mommy that I was looking for, the One who
discreetly came along with me in my life, that I often kissed in my victories.
You who are reading me, if you are a mother too, don’t worry. She is also your
mother. God allows you to live the maternity in your flesh only for you to experience the joy and the ordeals to unconditionally love a being who incarnates
himself in your womb, who has chosen you, with your consent, so that you become his or her mother. But in no case, you are the genuine mother, the one
who gave birth to the spirit (and not the body of flesh) who lives in the body that
you gave or are about to give birth. The same can be said about paternity. Parents according to the flesh allow the incarnation into the world. But we all have
a unique Father and a unique Mother according to the Spirit. Having ended
my chaplet, I was thankful. I was beholding the face of the Blessed Virgin Mary
statue when spontaneously I said to Her, ‘what is this spell so powerful that has
made me forget everything, even my own Mother?’ Silence—
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As of May 25th, 2014, I had met my sister, I had met my Mother but not my
Father yet. It was on 3rd of August in the mountains, at the place where I had
heard the timbre of our Mother’s voice for the first time that the meeting took
place. That morning, I was saying the Blessed Virgin Mary’s chaplet. As Heaven
had taught me, I made eye contact with either our Mother on the Ave Maria or
Christ on the Pater Noster; staring at Them.
As I was saying a Pater Noster, I stared at that icon of Christ, making eye contact with Him. I could hear a sweet but firm man’s voice telling me to come
closer and to look at even closer. I came closer—, ‘Even closer— ’, the voice
said. I came closer again—, ‘Closer still’—. Only just a few centimeters were
between our faces. I was turned upside down, something was happening but
I didn’t know what. Spontaneously I slowly said in a low voice, ‘Who are You?’
Silence—
I knew it was the icon of Christ in front of me but at that very moment something unusual was happening. I was as absorbed. ‘Who are You?’, I said once
again. Silence—
Time went by, I was absorbed by the face in front of me. I said again, ‘Who are
you?’, then I could hear, ‘Don’t you recognize Me?’
I had the feeling of being a deep amnesic who, having received a powerful blow,
had lost any memory of its past and then with this word everything was revealed. I was still absorbed by the face that I was beholding when a passage
from the Gospel came to my mind, ‘have I been so long with you, and yet you
have not come to know Me, Philip? He who has seen Me has seen the Father.’
(John 14-9)
I realized what was happening. I started crying. I had met my Father. I stared at
Him and once again I spontaneously said to Him, ‘what is this spell so powerful
that has made me forget everything, even my own Parents?’ Silence—
John 14: 6-9 : ‘"I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. If you had known me, you would have known my Father
also. From now on, you do know him and have seen him". Philip (the Apostle)
said to Him, "Lord, show us the Father, and it is enough for us". Jesus said to him,
"Have I been so long with you, and yet you have not come to know Me, Philip?
He who has seen Me has seen the Father.’
Yes Father, now I know.
In Christ,
Leroux Philippe
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Chapter 2
Master Philippe de Lyon’s life:
Summary
You understood that this man has played and still plays a major role in my life.
But who is he? People often called the man "Mister Philippe de Lyon", "the father of the poor", "Man of God", "thaumaturge", but most of the time "Master".
We will sketch the broad outlines of his life in a few dozen lignes. We refer the
reader to Vie et Paroles (Life and Words1 ) by Alfred Haehl, one of his disciples
who followed him and to the book, Les Réponses de Maître Philippe (Answers
from Master Philippe2 ), collection of quotations and facts written by several
people, including his brother August Philippe and collected by Philip Collin.
Figure 2.1: Master Philippe de Lyon.

We quote a passage from Vie et Paroles (Life and Words on page 19). Mr. Philippe
was born in Rubathier, Loisieux Sainte Croix in Savoy on Wednesday, April,
25th, 1849 at 3:00 am. He was given Anthelme and Nizier as first names.
When his mother was pregnant, she visited the Curé d’Ars who revealed to her
that her son would be a very advanced being. When the moment of his birth
came, she started to sing, a laurel branch in her hand. There was a dreadful
storm, then we saw a large and very shining star. We saw the star the day of his
1
2

Life and Words is available in English on our web site.
Answers from Master Philippe is available in English on our web site.
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Figure 2.2: Master Philippe de Lyon’s childhood house.

baptism which took place at Loisieux’s church, and the priest was struck by it.
His father, Joseph, born in 1819 died in February 1898. His mother Mary Vachod, born in 1823, passed away in December 1899. They had five children.
At the age of 14, Mr. Philippe came to Lyon to his uncle Vachod’s home, a
butcher at 22 rue d’Austerlitz at Croix-Rousse. His uncle was a non-believer.
Mr. Philippe came to see him on his deathbed and, putting a finger on his forehead, said to him, ‘you have not believed, see now.’
In the years 1874-1875, he was enrolled five times at École de Médecine et Pharmacie de Lyon as a medical officer. He often cured the sick persons and the doctors heard that he was a healer. He was banned from attending lectures "owing
to his practicing occult medicine and to his being a real quack." He was forced
to write to the minister to get his paper and his exeat back. Following that, he
regularly had trouble with justice because of the medical association. In 1877,
Mr. Philippe married Joan Julie Landar whose mother had brought her to the
sessions to be cured. The Landar family was rich and respected.

Figure 2.3: The Clos Landar at l’Arbresle, near Lyon.

On November 11th, 1878, his daughter Joan Victoire was born at l’Arbresle. His
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son, named Albert, was born on February 11th, 1881 and died at the age of 3
months from smallpox.

Figure 2.4: Joan Victoire Philippe.

Mr. Philippe regularly held sessions in Lyon which were open to the public.
All social classes were present. There were no privileged classes. At the sessions, many people converged. He performed miraculous healings, explained
the Gospels and gave teachings. People took notes which were gathered afterwards. From these notes, we can study the teachings that the Master gave during his life.
The greats of this world requested him for the care and advice that he dispensed. He was notably called by the Bey of Tunis (he was appointed Nicham
Iftikar officer on February 22th, 1881), by the great Dukes, by Tzar Nicholas II of
Russia several times and by the Prince of Montenegro. His C.V. is very impressive. (See Vie et Paroles (Life and Words by Alfred Heahl.))
In 1894, Master Philippe introduced John Chapas, his beloved disciple, to the
sick persons at the session which took place at 35 rue Tête d’Or and said to
them, ‘now Mr. Chapas is in charge of doing what I did in the past— We came
as fishermen to fish out those who would like to escape.’
In 1895, he announced to them that ‘today, great powers are given to Mr. Chapas.’ And so it was. John started to cure, to heal miraculously and to give teachings in the continuity of the Master.
In August 1904, his daughter Victoire got seriously sick. While his family circle
begged for him to obtain his daughter’s healing, Mr. Philippe declared, ‘she is
to leave; Heaven wants it; however, to prove you Heaven can do anything she will
get better for two days but on the third one she will be back as she is now.’
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So was it, as the Master foretold. She passed away on August 29th, 1904. Alfred
Haehl attested, ‘he said that he had sacrificed his daughter, that he had taken
the right to heal her away from himself and that she had left to make the path
straight.’ ‘That death,’ the Master said, ‘has crucified me alive.’
At the end of his life, Mr. Philippe suffered from suffocation and from acute
heart pains. He passed away on Wednesday, August 2nd, 1905. His body rests
in the Loyasse Cemetery in Lyon, into the family sepulchre. John Chapas passed
away on September 2nd, 1932 and his body also rests in the Loyasse Cemetery
not far from the Master’s.
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Chapter 3
Common Points with Christ
Facing a character of such stature, many legitimately ask themselves questions.
Who is this man who performed the same miracles as Christ and who came to
confirm the teachings of the Gospel?
Observe that, in turn, we are like the Hebrews at the time of Christ. They were
waiting for the Messiah and they did not recognize Him. Here, I am speaking
especially to Christians, Catholic or not. Here Heaven has sent a Being only a
few of us are really aware of his true identity. But you, what will you do? Will
you reject such an outstanding Being as Christ was rejected or will you accept
him, along with his teaching? ...What will you do?
Read the following very carefully :
Common Point N°1 : Christ was there at Creation and will be there at the end
for the judgement. The Master said of himself to close friends,‘I was there at the
Creation, I will be there at the end.’
Common Point N°2 : Christ had been announced for almost thousand years
by the prophets. The Master said of himself, ‘I am the Shepherd’s dog and the
least amidst you’, or still, ‘I am the eldest of you all. None of you is as little as
myself.’ (11/02/1902). Yet Christ Himself announced in the Gospel of Matthew
11-11 (Bible of Jerusalem), ‘Truly I say to you, among those born of women there
has not arisen anyone greater than John the Baptist! Yet the one who is least in
the kingdom of heaven is greater than he.’ The Master was announced too and
by Christ Himself! ...as well as in another Gospel parable that you will discover
afterwards.
Common Point N°3 : Christ was born in a tiny village at Bethlehem then lived
the first part of His life in a tiny village at Nazareth. His Mother was named
Mary, His guardian, Joseph. Likewise, the Master was born in a tiny village of
the Savoie region at Loisieux Sainte Croix (in English : Loisieux Holy Cross).
His mother was named Mary (Vachod) and his father, Joseph (Philippe). Christ
birth is celebrated in the West on December 25th. The Master was born on 25th
too— on Wednesday, April 25th, 1849.
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Common Point N°4 : At His time, Christ was announced by John called the
Baptist who baptized in the Jordan River. When the Master’s mother was pregnant, she visited the Curé d’Ars who revealed to her that her son would be a
very advanced being. The Curé d’Ars had John as given name too (John-Mary
Vianney 1786-1859).
Common Point N°5 : Before Christ birth, a shining star guided the shepherds
and the Three Kings toward Bethlehem. For the Master Philippe’s birth, people
at that time attested, ‘As she was close to give birth, she sang with a branch of
laurel in her hand. There was a dreadful storm; it was fancied, for a while, that
the village was about to be swept away. Then a big star showed up. A very shiny
one it was. The star showed up again on the day of his christening at the Church
of Loisieux, and the priest was struck by it.’
Common Point N°6 : Christ is called "Rabbi", that is Master by His disciples.
The same goes for Master Philippe. John was the disciple that Jesus loved. Likewise, John— John Chapas was the disciple that the Master loved. He brought
him back from the dead twice.
Common Point N°7 : The resurrection of Lazarus is well-known by everyone.
Likewise, the Master raised up John Chapas twice. Once at the age of 7 years
old, John affected by a meningitis passed away. Two doctors appraised and
signed the death certificate. He was brought back by the Master. He died a
second time in 1899 from a typhoid fever. The death certificate was drawn up
again. And again, he was brought back by the Master. John spoke of himself, ‘I
am a dead man on vacation.’ (Vie et Enseignements de Jean Chapas (Life and
Teachings of John Chapas; in French)).
Figure 3.1: Here is John— John Chapas in this incarnation.

He died on September 2nd, 1932. The Master, at his family home, also brought
back to life a tree that had been dead for a very long time.
Common Point N°8 : We can read in the Gospel of John, ‘I am the gate for the
sheeps’ (John 10-7) or ‘I am the gate’ (John 10-9). The Master said of himself, ‘I
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am the Gate, none can die without seeing me, without me seeing him.’
Common Point N°9 : Christ was rejected from Israel by the Church of that time.
Likewise, the Master was rejected and misunderstood by the Roman Catholic
Church at his time.
Common Point N°10 : Christ said, ‘my Kingdom is not from this world.’ Likewise, the Master said, ‘my country is not from here.’
Common Point N°11 : Gospel of Matthew 11: 4-5, ‘go and report to John what
you hear and see: Blind receive sight and the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed
and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, and the poor have the Gospel preached
to them.’
Christ was known for His miracles, so was the Master. They took place during
sessions opened to everybody, sometimes up to two hundred people attended
them. One day, he said to a sick woman, ‘through the intercession of the Virgin,
I ask for this woman to get better.’ And she was better and he told her to walk.
(Answers from Master Philippe Page 70).
Didn’t you read in the Gospel of Mark 9: 38-40 about the use of Jesus’ name?
‘Master, said John, we saw someone driving out demons in your name and we
told him to stop, because he was not one of us. Do not stop him, Jesus said. For
no one who does a miracle in my name can in the next moment say anything bad
about me, for whoever is not against us is for us.’
The Master spoke of himself, ‘no, I never told you that I had been any of the
Christ’s apostles. I was a poor sinner at the time of our Lord Jesus; I was with the
apostles, that’s all.’
Common Point N°12 : Christ came on Earth to set an example to be followed.
Likewise, the Master set an example throughout his life.
He said, ‘Jesus came to establish the reign of charity and I have come to strengthen
his laws.’ (19/02/1894).
All the money earned during the Master’s sessions was discreetly given back to
the poor by John Chapas. We knew only after his death that he payed 52 rents!
And at the end of his life, there was almost nothing left of the family fortune.
‘Again I say to you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.’ (Gospel of Matthew 19-24)
***
The List is not exhaustive. For instance, the Master, as Christ did, also commanded elements of Nature (Answers from Master Philippe). Just think that one
does not share so many common points with Christ— by chance.
Let’s end with this anecdote about one of the great Moroccan Muslim mystic
Cheikh Bou Amama1 (1833 ou 1840? - October 7th, 1908) called like this, « Bou
1

Wikipedia Sources.
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Amama », because during his whole life he wore a turban (âmama) on his head
evoking his devotion to Islam. Alfred Haehl attested page 53 of Life and Words
the following, ‘Bou Amama was the soothsayer of the Arab village at the 1900
World Fair in Paris. He heard of Mr. Philippe by Papus and he wished to go
down to Lyons to meet him. According to him, he had a good deal to tell him.
My instructions were to welcome the old Arab, to pick him up, and to bring him
to the session on the day fixed by Mr. Philippe. Once there, he stayed for a
while before the Master and I was astounded to see that he did not say a word.
Once the session over, we both descended the stair to have a seat on a bench
in the yard where Mr. Philippe was to join us. There, we had a twenty minutes
discussion together, then Mr. Philippe left us. And, on telling Bou Amama my
surprise that he had not spoken with Mr. Philippe about the numerous questions he wanted to ask him, he replied, "I told him everything and he answered
me". I asked him then, "what do you think of Mr. Philippe?" Raising his right
index finger he said "he’s great, he’s very great, he’s the greatest".’
This man, of Muslim faith, had perceived what the vast majority of the Christian at that time did not manage to see. So, what will you do?
Let’s end with this detail. Anthelme Nizier Philippe, born on April 25th (Saint
Nizier), asked his friends to celebrate his feast day on Palm Sunday. Palms are
traditionally made of box trees, of olive trees, of palm trees or of laurels. Do you
remember what his mother did shortly before the delivery?
Never forget the Master’s word, ‘I forbid you to say what I am.’
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Chapter 4
Master’s words about himself

‘I will not leave you as orphans.’ (John’s Gospel 14-18.)

Here are some words that the Master gave about himself to the close friends
who followed him :
‘I am bound to say what I am not.’
‘I forbid you to say who I am.’
‘I did not follow the same way as women and men, that is why I deserve no credit.
Little am I, I am the least, I am the oldest.’
‘I am the oldest and the youngest.’
‘I am the great sower but no seed has yet sprouted.’
‘I have been all over the world to push those that didn’t march.’
‘The beings who will have known me and who will not do anything about it will
commit suicide at a certain point.’
‘I will always be with you and not ahead of you.’
‘I am beside you. You are at my home as at yours, but when I am at yours I am at
my home. ’
‘God is my witness that you will not go to Heaven without seeing me again.’
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‘If you get lost, I will fetch you wherever you will be, even into the jaws of great
Hell.’
‘You will not get through if you do not love above all.’
‘I will always be with you on the sole condition that you only speak of others in
their absence as when the person is present.’
‘Do not worry, I will always be on the other side of the curtain.’
‘You will be united with me, if you help one another, by even anticipating the
requests of those that dare not make them to you.’
‘I received the power to command. Should a storm at sea threaten, I may calm
down the sea by telling it, in the name of Heaven, to calm down.’ (13/02/1897)
‘I declare to you that I have a rank that allows me to forgive sins.’
‘My guardian angel is God. That’s why your guardian angels can’t see mine. I am
the only one to have no guardian angel.’
‘Many among you think that I am Jesus or akin to Himself. Don’t believe it; I am
the Shepherd’s dog and the least amidst you.’ (21/07/1894)
‘I am older than you all; you have to believe what I tell you (15/01/1901). Why do
you doubt? It is in my power to raise the curtain which separates this world from
the other one and to give you proofs.’
‘I say to you that I am not from Earth. I rarely came here; but I remember all my
past lives.’

*
Isn’t there one of these sentences that you have just read which reminds you of
a well-known parable from the Gospel?
***
Above all, DON’T PRAY to the Master, it is not his will as he said one day,
‘No, don’t address me in your requests, directly ask for Heaven, I will hear better.’
(L’Arbresle, August 1899.)
He said it again and again, only pray to, ‘God, Christ and the Blessed Virgin
Mary.’
Sédir said in "Answers from Master Philippe", ‘I had already seen, in 1902, Saint
Peter and Saint Paul the Apostles appear on his command for a minute in the
France
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yard of the house in rue Tête d’Or.’
...So what will you do? Never forget the Master’s word, ‘I forbid you to say who I
am.’
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Chapter 5
The Different Religions.
Master Philippe de Lyon declared, ‘there is no connection to make between Jesus and the others (Orpheus, Krishna, Odin—), absolutely nothing in common.
Christ came down to Earth so that our prayers, through Him, reach God, for
Heaven had been closed for 6000 years; No one but He could open It.’ (23/04/1902)
He also said, ‘only ask God, Christ and the Virgin.’ Observe that no other name,
including his, is mentioned! Let’s listen to what Heaven told us through Master
Philippe de Lyon,
‘The Christ’s clothes sharing. There are three religions coming from the early
teaching. They have been drifting away from the true religion forming the three
angles of a triangle whose center is the true belief.’ (30/04/1903)
‘Respect all religions, for all believers of all religions must eat the flesh and drink
the blood of the Master, and no one may eat Jesus’ body if humility, love for his
neighbour and forgiveness of insults are not within him.’ (30/04/1903)
‘No religion brings salvation if you don’t love your neighbour as yourself.’ (30/04/1903)
‘It was said, "out of the Church, no salvation". That is true. But the Church is
universal; the Church is charity. Out of charity, no salvation.’ (17/02/1902)
‘All religions will merge into one; that of charity.’ (13/01/1897)
***
Whatever your path is, do not forget the word from the Gospel of John, ‘I am
the Way, and the Truth, and the Life.’
Do not forget either the power of the symbols. I have searched a lot, I have tried
many paths— but I observe— I observe that many religions or many people
endowed with many powers claim to free mankind from suffering and to make
it happy.
I attest that there are many lies or truths that are partially stated on purpose.
You just have to surf on the Web to realize that there is an incalculable number
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of techniques which really give some so called "magic" powers in magnetism
(as Reiki does) or other accesses to extremely powerful energy fields, almost always for money and all of them are in contradiction with the statement,
‘freely you have received; freely give.’ (Gospel of Matthew 10-8).
BUT— but I observe that there is only one man who, for our emancipation, sacrificed Himself, suffered and died tortured for us; Christ!
There is only one woman in the world who agreed to give her own son for us;
the Blessed Virgin Mary, of which a prophecy had said, facing the endured suffering, ‘a sword shall pierce your own soul too.’ (Simeon’s prophecy.)
I also observe that there are two strong symbols in the original Christianity :
1) The Cross : synonymous with suffering, with death but also with resurrection.
2) The Virgin and the Child : synonymous, above all, with family! There is no
symbol of family in the other religions.
It is up to each person to draw their own conclusions.
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Chapter 6
Reincarnation and Resurrection
This subject is very controversial. Let’s try to have a fresh look at these concepts. In Heaven, there are two books as both the Master and the Apocalypse
of Saint John told us; the Book of Life and the Book of the Dead. On Earth, few
people have their name written in the Book of Life. Recall what Master Philippe
de Lyon said:
‘The book of Life is closed but if someone does well, I will open it to put his name
on.’ (07/08/1900)
‘What the free man does is not written down that is why he may write on the
Book of Life.’
What we call life and death on earth has nothing to do with the meaning of Life
and Death in Heaven. Reincarnation is the return of the spirit and the soul into
a body made of earthly flesh, but your name is a priori still written in the Book
of the Dead—
Resurrection is the return to Life and according to the Master’s words, into the
‘glorious body that will resuscitate one day,’ this body being the garment of the
soul. Your name is therefore written in the Book of Life. This body is not made
of earthly flesh but of heavenly flesh, as Christ and the Master had.
It is also worth noting that beings written in the Book of Life, like the apostles,
may also become incarnated into a body coming from earth in order to guide
us upward. The Gospel of Saint John 15-18 also says in the "Disciple and the
world", ‘...but because you are not of the world, but I chose you out of the world,
because of this the world hates you— ’ Here is another example; the Master was
able to live without sleeping for fifteen days and had a rest during a few hours to
let his body recover— a body made with earthly flesh cannot do such a thing—
The Master confirmed that ‘we come back’ :
‘I know that we come back; I have given you irrefutable proof that after death all
is not dead. The soul is far much older than the body; as a consequence we return
to this world to pay our debts, since all must be paid off. I wish some here to be
able to prove me wrong. I am telling you that we come back; trust me, what I am
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telling you is the truth.’ (September 1898)
‘What I do know is that I remember having existed, having left and returned, and
that I know when I leave again. But is there anything that shows more the Justice
of God more than the time He gives us to redeem our faults ? And why, without
this justice, should a person be happier, more intelligent or more disgraced than
another one?’ (27/11/1895).
This also echoes the parable of the talents (Matthew 25 14-30)!
But then why the Church does not speak about reincarnation? Because the
main message from the Gospel is the resurrection— that is to be written in the
Book of Life! As Philip, the Apostle, stressed in his Gospel translated by JeanYves Leloup into French and by Wesley W. Isenberg into English :
‘It is necessary to rise in this flesh, since everything exists in it; rise up in this life.’
(Gospel of Saint Philip, 105)
You understand that there exists other ways of thinking that oppose Christ.
They deny the existence of the soul and the notion of the personal "I", and also
talk about reincarnation— but do not talk about resurrection at all; these are
the pre-Christian philosophies as for example hinduism and buddhism.
But according to you, how could a being like the Buddha have gone through
2500 years of history and been followed by millions of people all over the world?
He had to give proof and state some truths in order to be followed. Here again,
to each his experiments.
The word reincarnation is not explicitly written in the Scriptures. However,
there are remarks that leave no room for doubt.
First, the prophet Malachy said in the last appendix 3-18-23, ‘God said through
Malachy, "now I am sending to you Elijah the prophet, before the day of the LORD
comes, the great and terrible day."’
STOP!!! Elijah the prophet is dead, since he lived in 900 before J.C. Therefore,
he will have to come back in a body made of flesh, to be born from a woman—
therefore to become re-incarnated.
In the Gospel of Saint Matthew 11-13 and 14, ‘for all the prophets and the Law
prophesied until John. And if you are willing to accept it, John himself is Elijah
who was to come. He who has ears to hear, let him hear!’
The Master clarifies, ‘Often, the same spirit animates two bodies. It is true especially for very advanced beings. So, when the brain of one of them is working a
lot, it overflows while the other one is filling. Then, when the first one is pondering, the other one can give him ideas back. That was how the spirit of John also
animated John the Baptist, and that this very spirit manifested itself to John as
Elijah in a body of light.’ (This is referring to the transfiguration of Christ. Elijah
had therefore two incarnations in the flesh— that of John and that of John the
Baptist!!!)
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The Master clarifies, ‘The apostles were the prophets of the Old Testament; they
came along with the Messiah but they didn’t have the same gifts as they used to
have. They had the knowledge of the ancient law but not of the new law.’
We end with this strange answer from the disciples to Jesus— strange only if
you do not believe in reincarnation.
Matthew 16-13, ‘when Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his
disciples, "who do people say is the Son of Man?" They replied, "some say John
the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, Jeremiah or one of the prophets."
"But what about you?" he asked. "Who do you say I am?" Simon Peter answered,
"You are the Messiah, the Son of the living God."’
Jeremiah lived in the sixth century before J.C. and is dead since then!!! Observe
that people at this time believed in reincarnation because the prophets mentioned by the apostles were all dead when this scene took place!
In the Carnets de Jeanne Victoire Philippe (Notebooks of Victoire Joan Philippe),
the Master stated (at his time), ‘Joan of Arc is reincarnated.’
Do not forget the third vision of Christ that I have had. I saw myself on a cross,
crucified— Afterwards, I was given access to a few moments of several of past
lives of mine.
According to the Master, we have had thousands of past lives, therefore thousands of fathers, thousands of mothers, thousands of brothers, sisters, children,
grandchildren, different families, friends and enemies. Master Philippe de Lyon
showed me a grave at the Loyasse cemetery. It was a woman’s grave. In her days,
she would cure by praying to the Blessed Virgin Mary. Each time I went there,
my body vibrated. There was a lot of love upon the grave. I gather myself at her
grave each time I go to see the Master and John Chapas.
One day, I asked in front of her grave, ‘who are you to welcome me each time
with so much love?’ She answered me, ‘I am your mother.’ Silence—
I smiled back at her, a little bit baffled and I understood. I do not remember
what I said to her but I remember saying sweetly to her, ‘I can’t remember you
at all.’
That day, I had the privilege of having three mothers. My mother who gave birth
to me into this world and who gave me so much love, this woman who was one
of my numerous mothers in a past life and the Blessed Virgin Mary who only
She, is our real Mother.
It is difficult to understand but one should admit that we have only one real
Father and only one real Mother. God gives us the possibility to be a father or
a mother according to the flesh so that we may experience in our flesh, the difficulty and the joy to love a being who has become incarnated— and to love
them as they are!
You are a Christian— observe that you are in the same uncomfortable situation
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as the people of that time were in front of Christ. Do we have to believe or not
the Master’s Teaching? I am aware that his teaching is far beyond what you were
taught. I have given you many indications. But now, what will you do?
***
Let’s end with the following:
Master Philippe de Lyon states (Carnet de Victoire Philippe page 71 – Notebooks of Victoire Joan Philippe), ‘The being who die atheists nowadays, will
later be advanced and superior beings from a future savage race. In 1400 or
1500 years they will be persecuted or tortured for the truths they will say and the
light they will vainly seek then. As for those who die believers in dying, they will
not come back here and will go to another planet.’
The Master said, ‘Since the Son of God came two thousand years ago, there are
seven generations of men who are to die of the second death: these men are those
that deny God and the existence of the soul, who claim that men descend from
apes, that Nature is the work of chance and that the pathological vibrio, by passing through the whole scale of beings, has managed to give this animal called
man.’ (05/03/1902.)
‘The second Death is the encystment of the soul. In the short run, a lot of people
will die of the second Death1 . But we will come back in two and a half thousand
years to remove those that are going to die of it.’ (05/03/1902.)
The second death is mentioned in the Apocalypse of Saint John. And you, what
will you do?

1

Referring to the two world wars.
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Chapter 7
The Catholic Church of that time
In His time, in Israel, Jesus had denounced the religious people. He was rejected. The same goes for Master Philippe de Lyon and the Church of his time;
the Catholic Church. That is why very few people have heard of him by now.
Here are a few words from the Master about the Church of his time :
‘The role played by the religion was inevitable, but it is nevertheless true that
priests are devil’s servants rather than God’s by now1 . They have only one god
which is gold, and if they could kill whoever talks in the name of God like me,
they would willingly do so!
And it has been a good thing that there were men opposing and protesting against
religion, defending civil funerals and struggling against the clergy for it to learn
how to follow the human spirit’s progress.’ (Carnet de Victoire Philippe page 72
- 73, (Notebooks of Victoire Joan Philippe))
‘There is a slight change; indeed the session room used to get empty around
Easter. Sick people, advised by priests, came and asked to be given their diseases
back for fear of being damned. Now, the room is less empty than before.’
‘If I had wanted to, I could have founded a religion, and if that of Christ had not
been founded, I would have established it. For a long time, the Church taught
that children who had not been baptized went into limbo; that is to say they
never saw God, nor his reign. It caused them to be buried in cemeteries apart
from the others and it has caused the despair of many mothers! Yet it is a cause
for evil acts, for the true baptism is that of fire and water and that one gives life.’
‘The true resurrection is reincarnation. It explains everything. Likewise, the true
communion is unknown from the priests. They do not know what "drink the
blood and eat the flesh of Jesus Christ" means. One day, I will explain it to you.’
‘You may go to the confessional as much as you wish to, but I declare to you that
absolution will only be given to those that will have paid off their debts. Instead
1

Addendum of April 13th, 2020 : recall the Virgin’s words in La Salette in 1846 (France); see
www.saintemesse.com...
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of doing that, we should better pray for these poor souls that are locked up into
penitentiaries and that have been thrown into an isolation cell when they had
not fulfilled the task they were required of.’
‘Absolution is only a satisfaction. We will be forgiven once having paid.’
The Master was seen at the Berlin Court, at the Quirinal Palace, at the Vatican
and so on. He warned Pope Leo XIII that if the Church did not give up a few of
its treasures, in particular by melting down a number of life-sized gold statues
kept in the Vatican cellars, it would have to suffer from governments and so did
that occur as each of us knows. (Answers from Master Philippe page 14. Referring to the world wars.)
There are two Catholic Churches; the one in Heaven which is Holy and all mighty,
the Master calls it the "Universal Church" and is the Church of Charity— and
the Catholic Church on earth which has huge responsibilities. The Catholic
Church on earth, supposed to spread the teaching of Christ, has not often been
equal to the message, nor to the Man, as everyone of us. We have all severely
criticized that Church, myself included. That Church frightened me. And one
day, I wondered, ‘who am I to judge it? I am neither Christ nor the Master, I am
part of the Creation, I did not exist before like Them.’
I thought, ‘You see, this Church is like us. If we were allowed to know what we
have done during these thousands of past lives, then we could see that we too
have killed people, raped, tortured, stolen, plundered, burnt, damaged and so
on.’
To move forward, God erases our memory before becoming incarnated again
for such a past could not be borne— but the same does not go for the Catholic
Church, it is a part of history and can’t remove its past.
We should not overlook all these beings in the Church showing humility and
paying attention to the message. You have noticed it, to these humble and insignificant beings in the Church, the Lord or the Blessed Virgin Mary revealed
themselves for various reasons but never to those who have a high opinion of
themselves.
What the Master told is true, but the Catholics of that time couldn’t bear such
remarks. Yet, as the Gospel advocates, should we not take out the log of our
own eye some day to move forward? Indeed, but taking out the log hurts, and
this is the reason why we prefer to live with it, even if we have to remain in an
uncomfortable position.
Priests do not have all the abilities they claim to have. In Jerusalem, during my
pilgrimage on December 2013, the 83-year-old priest, a very radiant man, said
mass and gave the Eucharist every day. The trip was coming to an end and he
invited everyone in the chapel to bless the Christian objects we had bought.
Just when the priest asked for the objects to be blessed, I could see dozens of
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columns of Light from above coming down through the chapel upon our objects!!! WOW— what a wonder, what a joy to see that! It was beautiful! I gave
thanks for having had such a grace.
Yet during another mass in the chapel, the same priest asked Heaven to forgive
all of us but I did not see any Light from above coming down upon us— I was
thinking about the Master’s teaching; no priests but a few have the power to forgive. One day, you will have the joy of being forgiven by Heaven— your whole
body will vibrate— and so will your tongue above all!!!
The last day of the pilgrimage, the mass took place on the road to Emmaüs, not
far from Jerusalem, in a twelfth century church. At my feet was my rucksack
with a bag full of communion wafers that a nun had sold to me in Nazareth.
I didn’t wish for so much, but it was a bag with either 500 communion wafers
or 1000! I took the first one. The twelfth century church was really beautiful.
Just before the priest said the Eucharist, I spontaneously said to Christ, ‘Lord,
could you transubstantiate the communion wafers I have in my rucksack, if this
be Your will?’ Silence—
The priest was saying the usual prayer when suddenly, what a wonder, what a
joy!! At a few centimeters away from me, I could see a column of Light with a
diameter around 10 to 15 centimeters coming from above through the church
and remaining upon my rucksack. I was understanding what was going on. I
gave warmly thanks to Heaven to have granted me such a grace. Some months
later, I met a Protestant man; Paul. We were talking about transubstantiation. I
told him that it was more than a symbol; it was a reality!
I was not a Catholic; I have become one of them! Before April 2014, I think, I
claimed to be a Christian but not a Catholic. I even had changed the text of the
Apostles Creed. One day, I walked over to the Church in my area to pray in front
of the Cross. I stepped forward in front of Christ. I was looking straight into His
eye, face to face, as He has taught me. While saying the Creed, I made a slip of
the tongue. Instead of the formulation I had set up "... in a Holy, One and Apostolic Church...", I said, ‘... the Holy Catholic Church...’ and my body suddenly
started vibrating. I became aware of it and stopped. I said, ‘So this is what You
wish! You want me to say "in the Holy Catholic Church".’ Silence—
‘Lord, I cannot refuse You anything, since it is Your will.’ I was remembering my
second vision of Christ in glory— with the same hat which covers the pope’s
head. There was the meaning of the second vision of Christ that I had had. He
was the real head of the Church. From that day on, I have said the Creed with
no modification. The Catholic Church does not frighten me anymore. I prayed
for the unification of all the Christian churches. Above all, it is His Will! But
many will be obliged to renounce many privileges for it to be done. The Master
said, ‘You say: Your Will be done, but you think: mine first.’
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Chapter 8
The Prayers
8.1 The Rosary
During winter 2013, I think, I was invited by the association "association Maître
Philippe" at l’Arbresle (France). Small rolls of papers were available for people.
Different quotations of things that the Master had said when he lived was on
each roll.
I jumped at the opportunity, ‘Master, send me a message.’ I took one of these
and read, "transmute your darkness into Light." I answered, ‘I wish to, but how?’
Silence—
In Spring 2013, I happened to come across a website explaining the Rosary. The
Blessed Virgin Mary had appeared to Saint Dominic (1170-1220) and told him,
"Spread my Rosary, it will be a remedy for so many troubles."
Suddenly, I recalled the word from the Master ‘transmute your darkness into
Light.’ I turned toward the Master’s portrait, ‘do you think it’s a good thing for
me?’ Heavy silence upon me—
So ignorant was I that I had made an outrageous remark; I could feel it. Now,
whenever I think about it, I give a smile. This website pointed out that graces
from Heaven could be received in saying the chaplet. A fight started within me.
A voice in my head said to me, ‘Well, well, you are saying the chaplet for graces,
aren’t you?’ I replied, ‘Indeed, it is not right. One should say it with love and not
for such and such grace.’ A voice said to me,‘Whenever you say the chaplet, you
bring joy into the Life of the Blessed Virgin Mary.’ It was the deciding argument.
Got it! She is so present in our lives, too often without being aware of it. She
had brought so much joy into mine; it was my turn to do the same! I remember
that it was on Sunday and on the next day I bought a wooden chaplet. I began
the prayer with the following unconditional determination; one chaplet a day.
To those who do not know, the chaplet is a series of Ave Maria and Pater Noster.
I explain in detail below. As the days went by, I was always more discovering
the chaplet, and I was always more filled with wonder. My body was often vibrating when I was saying these prayers. I was indeed bringing joy into Her Life!
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Here are a few graces that I experienced and a few teachings from the Blessed
Virgin Mary:

8.1.1 About the Snake.
On that morning, I was lazing about in my bed. I did not feel like getting up.
Suddenly, I was enraptured in the Spirit. Transported into an unexpected place
where a snake was quickly wrapping around my feet, my ankles, then my legs—
when a voice abruptly said, ‘Say the Ave Maria.’
I was disconcerted, ‘What? ...What the hell am I doing here?’ The snake was
increasingly strangling me. The Voice became insistent, ‘Say the Ave Maria.’
Everything was happening so fast! Then I said the Ave Maria and to my great
surprise, the snake was pulverized. I was free. Straight after, my spirit came
back on Earth. I was a little feverish. I got up from the bed and had a look at
the Christ and Mary icons and the photo of the Master beside me, ‘Got it! I have
understood what Ave Maria is for.’
I gave thanks to Heaven for that extraordinary grace.

8.1.2 A very bad case of sore throat.
On that day, I welcomed Thomas, a friend of mine. He had just got rid of a very
bad case of sore throat with multi-resistant germs he got while doing a training period in pneumology in an hospital in Lyon. He claimed to be cured but
I knew he was not. The very evening, I felt that I was getting sick. By treating
people, I learnt that diseases are much more than what science thinks to know.
Anyway, in such cases we have to act very quickly and I am used to manipulating my acupuncture needles. But that day, a voice sharply stopped me, ‘Don’t
use your needles.’ I answered, ‘But I am going to be sick!’ Silence—
I obeyed. The next day, I noted that the disease was getting worse. I tried again
and once again I heard, ‘Don’t use your needles.’ ‘Well!’, I obeyed. Two days after, I was really sick. I noted that the sore throat from the Hospital was indeed
more than a very bad one. I remembered that to remove it, Thomas had used a
great deal of antibiotics to say nothing of the throat pains. At that time, I tried
once again but always the same refusal. But the next day, no voice stopped
me. I began fighting with my needles. How hard it was. It was getting stuck.
I used all my knowledges, I managed to stop the evolution with two or three
treatments a day. Few people know it. When you have a disease, of the ENT
type for instance, acupuncture restricts the side effects as avoiding a big fever
and unbearable pain in the throat— But in my case, the status quo, I still had
the disease. A thought occurred to me; ‘O Blessed Virgin Mary, I offer you this
Rosary. May you cure me because I can’t!’ Then, I started saying a chaplet. At
that time, rosary and chaplet were the same for me. So excited was I that I
said a second chaplet. That made me happy. When the last "Amen" was said, I
sharply felt the disease reduced by half. But I was not cured! As I was walking
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out, I spoke to the Master, ‘It’s not normal! No thing is more powerful than the
Rosary.’ And there, the Master informed me that the Rosary is four chapelets.
‘What an idiot! Yes I have understood the lesson. When you promise Heaven
something, you keep your promises.’
I quickly came back, took my wooden chaplet, stared at the Blessed Virgin
Mary’s eyes and started praying. Two chapelets were missing to end the Rosary!
When the last Amen of the Rosary was said, I was cured at once!

8.1.3 Into an angel.
On that day in 2013, I was getting ready to say my chaplet. But I was wondering,
‘O Blessed Virgin Mary, does it work if I say the chaplet for others than myself?’
Her answer was beyond wonder; I was at once turned into an angel!!! Yes, you
have read well. I did not have a man’s body anymore but an angel’s body. I
had two big wings— What a wonder! I could feel them and then, suddenly my
attention moved to my skull— there was a great pressure like a ring above my
head, at least ten centimeters wide— I cried out, ‘Wooh!!! it’s true that angels
have a ring; I had forgotten!’
Suddenly I was turned into a man, back into my man’s body. I looked at the
Blessed Virgin Mary and gave sincerely thanks for the grace. I had understood
Her teaching. I also remembered what the Master had said, ‘We are fallen angels.’ Then I began saying the chaplet.

8.1.4 Into a purifying fire.
Fabienne is a friend that I met when I learnt acupuncture. She is a Christian.
She made me discover Myans. ‘At the time, a miracle occured in this town,’
she said. I brought my wooden chaplet with me, ‘Ok, let’s go!’ I went into the
Church Notre Dame de Myans. I pointed out to Fabienne that I daily said the
chaplet and I did not have time to say it before leaving. She left me so that
I could say it. I took place in front of a statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary, ‘O
Blessed Virgin Mary, I offer You this chaplet’ and I began the prayer.
Suddenly, inside me, my bones, my flesh, my body turned into what I may call
a purifying fire. I could clearly feel flames, but no pain, on the contrary only
a feeling of well-being. I stayed focused on my prayer. The fire almost lasted
during the whole chaplet. When ending, I was amazed. I was thankful.
I have never known why, but I have always been filled with a boundless admiration for this woman. The Master said, ‘The highest being of all is the Virgin.
She is the highest spirit of mankind. You will never understand what the Virgin
is.’
Within the Church of Heaven, a woman exemplifies the perfection of Creation.
Within the Church on earth, I only see men holding the highest positions. How
many times women have been, and still are, despised in this Church or in other
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religions. But in the Church of Heaven, the will of the Father is that a woman be
the highest Spirit of the whole Creation— You have no idea how different the
two Churches are. The Church of Heaven is perfect, the other one, like us, does
what it can.

8.1.5 Her Voice.
I was spending holidays in the mountains with my wife. On the 31st of July
2013, in the morning, I withdrew to my room to say the chaplet. ‘O Blessed Virgin Mary, I offer You this chaplet. Mary, pray with me, pray for us.’
I was saying it when in the middle of the chaplet, with my right ear, I could hear
Her Voice, the true timbre of Her Voice, we were saying the chaplet together
in harmony, She and I— I have had the grace to see the Blessed Virgin Mary
several times, never face to face until then — but at that moment, I could hear
Her Voice!!! Just by hearing Her Voice, I thought, ‘She is really full of grace.’ Her
voice is sweet and exemplifies the maternal sweetness. Her timbre of Voice is
outstanding. I ended my chaplet. I gave thanks very warmly.

8.1.6 You may call Me Mother.
It was on Sunday 25 May 2014, on Mother’s Day. I was very puzzled. It was
around 4 pm and I was getting ready to go to the church in my area to say the
chaplet. I was used to going there. Before praying to Our Lord Jesus Christ, I
always turned on the right hand side to greet Our Lady. But the thing is; I knew
that according to the Gospel, Our Lady is Our Mother. Christ had said, "John
behold your mother. Woman behold your son." When saying the chaplet, we are
praying so that each of us may welcome Mary as Queen and Mother. What am
I going to tell Her?
I hesitated between "Happy Mother’s Day" since she is our Mother and "I wish
you a happy Mother’s Day" since she is Mother of Christ. I was walking over
to the Church with this dilemma. I could not make up my mind. Yet, as I was
walking on, I arrived in front of the statue of the Blessed Virgin Mary and just
before seeing Her, I could hear Her sweet Voice saying to me, ‘You may call Me
Mother.’
I could not understand what was going on. I looked at Her— I thought it could
not be— Silence—
I took out my chaplet and began praying. ‘Hail Mary—.’ Suddenly, a male voice
interrupted me. I heard, ‘Mother. Hail Mother.’ I could not yet understand. I
was staring at Our Lady’s eyes as She had taught me and I started again, ‘Hail
Mary.’ Then, a male voice sharply interrupted me, ‘Mother. Hail Mother.’ I
still did not understand. ‘Hail Mary—’ and the voice said again ‘Mother. Hail
Mother.’ At that moment, I repeated, ‘Hail Mother.’ My body started vibrating
with joy— I cried out, ‘So it’s true, I may call You Mother!’
I could not realize. I went on saying my chaplet, replacing Mary with Mother.
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This was one of the most moving chaplets that I have ever said.
Some days later, a sneaky voice said to me, ‘what is the most beautiful grace that
you have had in saying the chaplet.’ At once, I thought when I was turned into
an angel, to Her Voice, then I understood where the voice came from, ‘No, the
most beautiful grace I ever had is that she allowed me to call Her Mother!’
I always wished to meet my family. I had tested a great deal of things in my
life— I could not understand why in other religions or other ways proposed
to us, there were technics but nothing for Christians. It took me some time to
understand. For us, there’s no need for technics— love and unconditional trust
are enough!
***

8.1.7 The chaplet
Let me teach you, if you allow me, my way of doing the chaplet. First of all, two
things! The Ave Maria should be modified as follows:

Hail Mary (Mother), full of grace, celestial Queen,
The Lord is with thee.
Blessed art thou amongst women,
And blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.
Holy Mary, Mother of God,
Pray for us sinners,
Now and at the hour of our death.
Amen.
You add "celestial Queen"1 for Master Philippe de Lyon said it so and in the
chaplet concerning the Glorious Mysteries, you pray for Her to be greeted as
"Mother and Queen of Heaven" (Vatican II).
Try and see how different it is. By adding this word, I feel a purification in the
depth of my soul, which was not the case before. I had asked Our Father before
saying the chaplet, ‘Father, what is the difference between my spirit and my soul,
and where are they within my body?’ Our Father had me feel my soul and my
spirit. That is why I add "celestial Queen".
The Master insisted on modifying the Pater Noster (The Lord’s Prayer) for the
translation is not right. There was recently a discussion within the Catholic
Church in favour of what the Master wished, but habits die hard.

1

Addendum of April 13th, 2020 : from latin "Regina Caelestis". "celestial Queen" seems more
precise than "Queen of Heaven"...
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Our Father in Heaven,
Hallowed be your name.
Your Kingdom come,
Your will be done,
On earth as in Heaven
Give us today our daily bread.
Forgive us our sins,
As we forgive those who sin against us.
Do not let us yield to temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
Amen.
The following is easy. Cross yourself and start with the Apostles’ Creed:
"I believe in God, the Father Almighty, Creator of Heaven and earth; and in
Jesus Christ, His only Son Our Lord, Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, died,
and was buried. He descended into Hell; the third day He rose again from
the dead; He ascended into Heaven, and sitteth at the right hand of God,
the Father almighty; from thence He shall come to judge the living and the
dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy Catholic Church, the communion
of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body and life everlasting. Amen."
In the Creed, it is about the Holy Church of Heaven and not the Church of earth
that you know, which is, by the way, as perfectible as we are. This prayer is very
powerful. One should not overlook it.
One day, I was in a church standing at the foot of the Cross. I was ending the
Creed saying, ‘...I believe in life everlasting,’ when I suddenly heard a deep voice,
full of authority coming from the Cross which made me tremble, saying,
"YOU DO WELL."
Over the "small beads", you say an Ave Maria. Just before the "large beads", you
say,
"Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in the
beginning is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen."
Then you say one of the five proposed passages in the following order; Joyful,
Luminous, Sorrowful and Glorious according to the day. Then say a Pater Noster over a "large bead" following by 10 Ave Maria over the small beads and so on.

*
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On Mondays and on Sundays : Joyful Mysteries. Five steps.
I) The Annunciation in Nazareth : The angel Gabriel said to her, ‘Do not be afraid,
Mary; you have found favor with God.’ (Luke 1.30)
Together with our Mother, let us be loved by the Father and let us abide by his
will. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Saint Joseph thank you, Archangel Gabriel
thank you, Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ,
God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
II) The Visitation : "Mary set out and traveled to the house of Zechariah and greeted
Elizabeth... she was filled with the Holy Spirit." (Luke 1.40)
Together with our Mother, let us experience brotherly love, joy and family! If
this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Saint Joseph thank you, Mummy Coredeemer
thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for
coming to rescue us from Death.)
III) The Birth of Our Lord : "Today in the town of David a Savior has been born to
you; he is the Messiah, the Lord." (Luke 2.10)
Together with our Mother and the shepherds, let us ask for the poverty of heart,
the worship in the Spirit and the love for every being. If this be The Father’s
Will. (Or : Saint Joseph thank you, Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father,
Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us
from Death.)
IV) The Presentation in the Temple : "Mary and Joseph took the baby Jesus to the
Temple to present him to the Lord." (Luke 2.22)
Like Jesus, let Mary introduce us to the Father. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or
: Saint Joseph thank you, Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit,
Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
V) The Finding of the Child Jesus in the Temple : They found him in the Temple... He
said to them, "Didn’t you know I had to be in my Father’s house?" (Luke 2.46)
Let us ask to be faithful to the demands of the call of God upon us. If this be The
Father’s Will. (Or : Saint Joseph thank you, Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue
us from Death.)

*
On Tuesdays and on Fridays : Sorrowful Mysteries. Five steps.
I) The Agony in the Garden at Gethsemane : "Watch and pray so that you will not fall
into temptation. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak." (Mark 14.38)
Lord, grant me the grace to pray and of the offering of my life. If this be The
Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, JésusFrance
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Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
II) The Scourging at the Pillar : "The men who were guarding Jesus began mocking
and beating him." (Luke 22.63)
Lord, grant me the forgiveness of my sins and the grace to be able to forgive.
If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy
Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from
Death.)
III) The Crowning with Thorns : "I live in a high and holy place, but also with the one
who is contrite and lowly in spirit, to revive the spirit of the lowly and to revive the
heart of the contrite." (Isaiah 57.15)
Lord, deliver me from the clutches of domination, vanity, pride, from the clutches
of lies and perfidy, from the clutches of doubt and lust. If this be The Father’s
Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ,
God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
IV) The Carrying of the Cross : "By his knowledge, my righteous servant will justify
many, and he will bear their iniquities." (Isaiah 53.11)
Lord Jesus, grant me compassion, perseverance in Love and the unshakeable
faith in You. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you,
Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
V) The Crucifixion : "You are worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals, because
you were slain, and with your blood you purchased for God persons from every tribe
and language and people and nation." (Apocalypse 5.9)
Help me to love every being as You love them. Let me be aware of the unique
love You have for me. Father, into your hands I commit my body, my soul and
my spirit. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue
us from Death.)

*
On Thursdays : Luminous Mysteries. Five Steps.
I) The Baptism in the Jordan : "And a voice from Heaven said, ‘This is my Son, whom
I love; with him I am well pleased.’" (Matthew 3.17)
Together with our Mother, let us be part of the mission of the beloved Son with
a renewed life. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank
you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to
rescue us from Death.)
II) The Wedding at Cana : "His mother said to the servants, ‘Do whatever he tells
you.’" (John 2.5)
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Mother, You who believed that Jesus could turn water into wine, open our hearts
to Faith. May our faiths become unshakeable. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or
: Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made
Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
III) The Proclamation of the Kingdom of God : "This is the time of fulfillment. The
kingdom of God is at hand. Repent, and believe in the gospel." (Mark 1.15)
Mother, teach us to conform our existences to God’s will. If this be The Father’s
Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ,
God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
IV) The Transfiguration : "While he was praying, his face changed in appearance and
his clothing became dazzling white." (Luke 9:29)
Mother, give us the ability to perceive the glory of the divinity of Jesus to follow
Him better. May I open up to the Love of Christ. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or
: Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made
Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
(Nota : In the Fourvière Basilica in Lyon, I saw the statue of the Blessed Virgin
Mary with the Son Jesus transfigurated into a Light body.)
V) The Institution of the Eucharist : "Take and eat; this is my body." (Matthew 26.26)
Mother, teach us how to discover the extraordinary presence of God out from
the Holy Eucharist through the bread and the wine. If this be The Father’s Will.
(Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God
made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)

*
On Wednesdays and on Sundays : Glorious Mysteries. Five steps.
I) The Resurrection : "Do not be afraid. I am the First and the Last. I am the Living
One; I was dead, and now look, I am alive for ever and ever!" (Apocalypse 1.18)
Let us ask for the Faith and the Glory of Jesus to be renewed over all the Universe and all beings; whoever they are and wherever they are. If this be The
Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, JésusChrist, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
II) The Ascension of Our Lord : "I am ascending to my Father and your Father, to my
God and your God." (John 20.17)
Let us ask for a firm hope in the words of Jesus. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or
: Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made
Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
III) The Descent of the Holy Spirit : "But the Advocate, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of everything
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I have said to you." (John 14.26)

Together with our Mother, let us ask for a new Pentecost of Love over the world.
May the Holy Spirit teach us. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you
for coming to rescue us from Death.)
IV) The Assumption of Mary into Heaven : "After Her Assumption into Heaven, Her
part does not break off." (Vatican II)
Mother, you are bridge of love between Heaven and us; reveal your maternal
presence in our lives and teach us charity. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or :
Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father, Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made
Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us from Death.)
V) Mary is Crowned as Queen of Heaven and Earth : "Elevated with her body and
her soul for the glory of Heaven... as Queen of the Universe." (Vatican II)
Let us greet Mary as Mother and Queen so that the kingdom of God be fully realised on Heaven, on Earth, in our hearts, in our spirits, in our souls and in our
cells. If this be The Father’s Will. (Or : Mummy Coredeemer thank you, Father,
Holy Spirit, Jésus-Christ, God made Man ; thank you for coming to rescue us
from Death.)
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8.1.8 A few advice!
- The chaplet is often cut into two pieces when it is said in a church. The leader
says the first lines and the group the last ones. I did not feel my body vibrating
when I just said a part. Likewise when I sang it. I should therefore recommend
to say it entirely.
- ALWAYS focus on Them while saying it. Our Father and the Blessed Virgin
Mary often told me:
"Make eye contact with me."
- Take an icon, a statue in a church for instance and look at it straight in the eye,
in the face! It’s CRUCIAL!!! There are very deep reasons for it. For the Pater Noster, look straight in the eye, in the face of an icon of Christ. For the Ave Maria,
look straight in the eye, in the face of an icon of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Here is another anecdote. In Vietnam during the holidays, I asked Christ to
wake me up at 5h50 at morning to say the chaplet, for I knew that the guided
tours would not give me any time to pray. I did not want to use the alarm clock
in order not to wake up my wife. About 5h45 am, I was up naturally. I was
looking at Christ’s face on a photocopy of the Holy Shroud of Turin that I had
brought along with me. I thanked Him for waking me up at this time as usual:
‘I am beside you,’ He told me. The bedside lamp briefly flashed on its own; I
called it a Light wink. I said my morning prayer, then I went to the desk to say
the chaplet. At that time, I had trouble making eye contact with Him, looking
Him straight in the face. That day, I began saying the chaplet. I was ending ten
Ave Maria. Then came the Pater Noster. At that moment, I did not dare look at
Him. ‘Make eye contact with Me,’ He said. ‘But Lord, it is very intimidating,’ I
told Him. He gently answered ‘I know, make eye contact with Me.’
From then on, I have always looked at Him straight in the eye— I must confess
that it is still very intimidating. One day, you will be certain that Jesus is God incarnated in Man, that your Creator is in front of you when praying. The chaplet
will then have another meaning and you will better understand why it is so vital
to say the chaplet while looking at Him straight in the eye.
- As THEY taught me, saying the prayers in your head and not aloud is the
BEST— then as time goes on, it will not be you but your soul who will say them!
There are very deep reasons for that.
- You have no idea how powerful these prayers are. One should take them very
seriously and overlook them on no account!
- Before saying a chaplet, I always say:
‘Mother (Ô Blessed Virgin Mary), I offer You this chaplet. Mother pray with
me, pray for us.’
For me, offering is crucial. Everything belongs to God, Creator of everything.
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What can you offer, except chaplets and your personal transformation into a
better being?
- As for Sorrowful Mysteries, I say at the end of the chaplet :
‘Father, thank you for having suffered for us and for me. Mother, thank you
for having suffered for us and for me. Elder sister, thank you for having suffered for us.’
The Master insists: ‘We never thank enough.’ We are far from being aware of
what these Beings have done for us. If you were aware, you would cry a lot. This
is why I add "for me", never to forget!
One day, I ended the chaplet of the Sorrowful Mysteries by these words : ‘Father,
thank you for having suffered for us and for me. Mother, thank you for having
suffered for us and for me. Elder sister, thank you for having suffered for us.’
And my elder sister answered me: ‘Thank you for having suffered for us.’
Petrified, I was thinking over my third vision of Christ when I saw myself crucified on a cross—

8.2 The chaplet of Divine Mercy
Another chaplet that I always say after the traditional chaplet is that of the Divine Mercy passed on by Sister Faustina. Why? ...because Heaven told me to
do so. Sophie, a friend of mine came to see me in November 2013 and told me,
‘Have a look, here is a cardboard with Saint Faustine’s prayer on it. I don’t know
why I thought about you and I offer it to you.’

Figure 8.1: Saint Faustina and Christ as she saw Him.

On several occasions, I had happened to come across this chaplet "by accident"
while surfing on the Web whereas I suspected its existence by no means. But
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this kind of sentences, I am getting used to them. When someone passes on to
me something from Heaven and tells me, "Have a look at this. I thought about
you—", I translate what Heaven gently tells me by, "It might be good for you to
say the chaplet, you have things to experience!"
I agreed! But suddenly I backed down. This prayer was so mysterious and I
could not understand a word.
Let me explain. One day, Jesus Christ revealed Himself to Saint Faustina. He
told her to say another chaplet in addition to the one given by the Blessed Virgin Mary when She revealed Herself to Saint Dominique. Here is the prayer.
Cross yourself, then 1 Pater Noster, 3 Ave Maria and the Creed then you say :
Over the large beads : Eternal Father, I offer you the Body and Blood, Soul and
Divinity of Your Dearly Beloved Son, Our Lord, Jesus Christ, in atonement for
our sins and those of the whole world.
Over the small beads : For the sake of His sorrowful Passion, have mercy on
us and on the whole world.
Then, you end your chaplet saying three times, ‘Holy God, Holy Mighty One,
Holy Immortal One, have mercy on us and on the whole world. ’
I conclude as Master Philippe had taught me, for any prayer, by, ‘If this be The
Father’s Will.’
But the thing is, how can I offer something that I have not? Suddenly, I thought
back to the visions Anne-Catherine Emmerich had in the XVIIIth century. I had
read her work. She had seen the Last Supper as if she was there. When Christ
was braking bread, she had seen the Light coming out of Him and going into
each of His disciples.
I exclaimed admiringly ‘It can’t be true! He has torn open his Light and divine
coat to give each of them a piece of it!’ It was incredible! This extraordinary gift
was lying dormant within each of us and nobody was aware of it. None but God
could be capable of such a gift!
I was ready to say the chaplet when suddenly I backed down again. I had the
feeling that each time I would say it, Christ would suffer. I was thinking back
to this terrible word from the Master, ‘If one is cured of any disease, that means
his soul is released; it’s a great grace that is granted. You must firmly set in your
mind that someone else has taken on this burden.’ (On 15 January 1895)
I was musing, ‘If the Father has mercy, it is because the Son is suffering instead
of us, he has been put in charge of the burden mentioned by the Master.’ Personally, it was not acceptable. At that time I did not grasp much of this prayer. I
persisted in not saying it despite the voices urging me to say it. Yet one day, I
had to face the facts; we cannot struggle with our own forces. Someone higher
than us has to take it on himself to bear a large part of the burden, so that we
may be pulled out of the ambush into which we had got lost since the original
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sin and to show us the way. It was in November 2013. I knelt down, I implored
the Father for the sake of the Son and I began to say the chaplet.
What a surprise! As I said, "Eternal Father, I offer you the Body and Blood..."
my body started vibrating. Very rapidly, my left and right brains parted, then I
could feel as if a hand was plunging into my skull, more precisely into my soul,
as if to take something out of it, then my brain was sharply closed up. Everything happened very quickly, without any pain. It was very impressive but I say
it again with no pain at all!
Once the chaplet over, I was thankful. God, Our Father, had therefore accepted
my offering. We really had, within us, lying dormant within our soul, "the Body
and Blood, Soul and Divinity of Our Lord Jesus." It was very impressive.
From that day on, the chaplet of the Divine Mercy was part of my daily prayer.
Here is another anecdote about the chaplet. Days went by, daily I said the chaplet after that of the Blessed Virgin Mary. My body usually vibrates when saying
it. Why on this day, none but God knows! I said it with quite a particular faith. I
knelt down in front of Christ just before saying the last three sentences,
‘Holy God, Holy Mighty One, Holy Immortal One, have mercy on us and on
the whole world’ and I concluded as the Master taught me by, ‘If this be Your
Will.’
At that point, I could hear a mighty Voice coming from far away, full of gravity
and authority saying,
"THIS IS MY WILL."
I understood who was talking to me at that point. I bowed more than before
and said in a low quavering voice, ‘Yes Father— Thank You Father.’ I withdrew
from the icon of Christ in front of me, staggering, saying, ‘This is beyond words!’
Then I remembered this passage from the Gospel in which Christ was transfigured and the apostles were terrified, fallen facedown to the ground.
Here is another anecdote about the chaplet. It was late December 2013, I was
in Jerusalem on a pilgrimage to thank Our Father, Jesus Christ, for having given
me His Blood that night from the 24th to the 25th of December 2012. I cannot
tell everything but that day, I had a vision of Evil; I touched It with my hand. On
touching It, the life in my heart started going away, I began feeling serious cardiac pains and above all I was becoming aware that death was gradually coming
as a very thick veil spreading inside me. I was getting into panic.
A struggle started within me, everything was going so fast, ‘What’s the matter
with you ?. . . touching it !’ I said with a severe voice. I answered myself, ‘I don’t
know, it was as if I was powerfully attracted— Well well, no panic, let’s think over
it.’
Everything was going very fast! I was remembering the Master’s teaching that I
had read, ‘If God sends you an ordeal, then you are able to face it.’ I told myself,
‘Great, I am able to face it, then I accept the ordeal— hem! anyway I don’t have
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much of a choice. And what else have you learned? ...The Ave Maria, the most
powerful prayer after the Pater.’ Pains were increasing. I was remembering the
anecdote of the snake pulverized by the Ave Maria. I was giving myself courage.
‘An Ave Maria and it will be over.’ I said the Ave Maria, but nothing! nothing!
nothing! It could not be! At once I panicked. Everything was going fast, very
fast.
Then I realised, ‘Got it! God doesn’t want me to use the Ave Maria but the Pater,
the most powerful prayer!’ So I said the Pater Noster several times without stopping. The cardiac pains began to fade, death stopped moving forward within
my heart... but... but does not move backwards!
That was happening in my room at the sisters’ home in Jerusalem. I looked at
the Master, ‘It can’t be! Nothing is more powerful than the Pater.’ Silence—
But I feel his presence— He did not want to say a word but I guessed something
like "you are close, go on!" This gave me courage. I had bought communion
wafers at Nazareth. Let’s try! Maybe Our Father wanted me to use them. I took
one and asked Christ to turn it into His Body. I ate it but nothing occurred. Well,
I made a mistake, God does not want me to use this way—
Suddenly someone knocked at the door, it was Jean-François. He was part of
the pilgrim group. I opened the door, I pretended that everything was fine but
this was far from being the case. Cardiac pains were still there and death, this
very thick veil which had ceased spreading because I was saying on and on the
Pater Noster in my head was still present. I was still out of breath.
‘What’s up?’ I said. ‘Remember, you have said you would teach us the chaplet
of Divine Mercy?’, he answered me. With hindsight, the situation was rather
funny. I, who at that point did not feel Catholic, I was about to pass on the Sister Faustine’s chaplet to my catholic group and to the priest who was along with
us while pretending to be at my best to save face. Indeed, it was no use saying
what was going on, even to Catholic people, they would not have believed me.
Here, I was entering the room in which the group were sitting around the priest.
It was hard to move forward; I was out of breath. I sat in an armchair and waited
until the priest ended his speech.
I was assessing the situation, ‘For the moment, it doesn’t move but is still present.’
Then my head automatically turned towards the left. A young boy had the picture of Saint Faustina along with the Christ (see below). His heart was shinning
on the picture.
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Figure 8.2:

Spontaneously, I took it and put it upon my own heart— AND THEN! What a
surprise! This thick veil of Death which was enshrouding my heart was suddenly torn in two parts. Light was coming out again, Life was coming back into
me and the ordeal was over.
You cannot imagine the happiness I felt inside me! I had experienced the meaning of the chaplet, I had experienced, "I am the Way and the Truth and the Life,"
I had experienced, "I am the Light of the world" and better still, I had felt the
moment when Christ died on the Cross very intimately, the curtain of the temple had been torn in two parts as was the thick veil of my heart. That day, He
really had defeated Death, which is the worst curse, by Life which is the greatest
blessing.
I passed the chaplet on to my group. Then I went up to my room. I sang and
danced in front of the Cross for a very long time. I thanked Christ for having
shared this private moment, experiencing in my flesh this outstanding moment, by repeating on and on, ‘How extraordinary was the experience You gave
me!’
The day after, the alarm rang at 5h45 morning. I was present, Christ was there
too; I started saying the chaplet.
One day, the Master told me about the chaplet of the Divine Mercy, ‘It is more
than a prayer; it is a way of living’!

8.3 The Jesus prayer or prayer of the heart
The Jesus prayer or prayer of the heart is the orthodox prayer, "Lord Jesus, Son
of God, have mercy on me, sinner." It is inspired from the Gospel of Matthew 927, "As Jesus went on from there, two blind men followed him, calling out, ‘Have
mercy on us, Son of David!’"
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This prayer takes a major place on the book The way of a Pilgrim. I was saying
this prayer when I saw the Holy Spirit as John the Baptist announced and I was
baptized with the Holy Spirit at Jerusalem on Thursday, the 26th of December
2013. With this prayer, I support people who come to see me for an acupuncture session. I say without stopping, ‘Lord Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on
Mrs or Mr NAME FORENAME, sinner.’
I was subjugated by the orthodox saints. I am thinking about Seraphim of Sarov
died in 1833 is in my mind. He saw the Blessed Virgin Mary 12 times and
was transfigured. Sergius of Radonezh made a great impression on me as well,
whenever I look at him, my heart shines forth.
We were in Nazareth on the 24th December 2013, still during my pilgrimage.
There are two churches of the Annunciation in this little town not far from
one another which both claim to be on the place where the Annunciation of
Archangel Gabriel to the Blessed Virgin Mary took place. One is orthodox, the
other one is catholic. That night, we were to meet at the Catholic church to celebrate Christ’s birth. Before going there, I lingered for a moment in the Orthodox
church of the Annunciation. There is a stream at the back. I walked up and I
thought, thanks to this ability to feel that Heaven granted me, I might be able to
know where the Annunciation really took place. I asked, ‘O Blessed Virgin Mary,
give me a sign.’ Suddenly, I was enveloped in love, there was a very great presence in this orthodox church around the place where I was. I was convinced.
Such a presence! Catholics made a mistake; the Annunciation really took place
here.
I gave sincere thanks and walked to the Catholic church of the Annunciation.
This church is built over the house in which the Holy family might have lived.
I walked up. Then something told me to try again. Again I said, ‘O Blessed Virgin Mary, give me a sign.’ Then, I was enveloped in the same love, in this same
presence perfectly identical to what I had experienced in the Orthodox church
of Annunciation!!!
Smiling, I said to Heaven, ‘Well, I got it. No difference between the two churches!’
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8.4 The chaplet of the abandoned Mother
(Addendum of April 13th, 2020). Virgin Mary appeared to Anne-Marie Coste
in 1883, in Lyon (France). She told her to say and make say a very peculiar and
much powerful chaplet !!! Please, have a look to the recent work (in french) of
Roland Thévenet on Éditions du Bug (www.editionsdubug.com).
(I add this before saying it : Holy Trinity, Mother, I offer You this chaplet to
thank You for the formidable battle You have been doing in order to rescue us
from Death.)
1) Sign yourself.
2) Say nine times :
Abandoned Mother, pray for us, Mother afflicted with ungrateful hearts, pray for
us, then a Pater, an Ave Maria, and a Gloria.
3) Sign yourself.
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Chapter 9
Trust in God
Christ had asked Saint Faustina to pray mainly at 3 pm and if she could not do
so, to think about Him saying ‘Jesus, I trust in You.’ We all have busy professional lives, that is why for my part, my phone is on vibrate mode with an alarm
set for 3pm.
We fell by a lack of trust in God, we will be risen up in having a total trust in
Him.
Everything turns around trust! We all wish to see to believe but we forget that
miracles do not create faith but faith creates miracles!!!
Remember the exodus of the Jewish people in the Old Testament when they
went out of Egypt at the time of Moses and Aaron! These people saw more
miracles than anyone. The opening of the Red Sea into two parts should have
aroused an awareness and you know the story! Miracles do not create faith but
faith creates miracles!!!
We have to endeavour to trust in God and dare to look at Him, face to face, in the
eye, through an icon of Christ. That is why on some images of Sainte Faustina
there is :
"Jesus, I trust in You."
Master Philippe de Lyon guides us in our quest again. Here are two quotations:
‘All of you are seeking to have confidence, to have faith. This is not what has to
be looked for. Ask as much as you will; you won’t find it if you don’t have charity
in your heart. One has to sow the seed which is charity and you will reap faith.
Charity doesn’t consist in dispossessing everything you have, it consists, in all
things, in not doing to others what you wouldn’t want them to do to you. In every
act of yours, ask yourself if you would like others to do so to you.’ (28/12/1894)
‘The most advanced men had no power but this one: so strong a faith that they
knew beforehand they would be answered. Thereby, they got by praying all that
they asked for: the cure of a disease, the extinction of a fire. The curé d’Ars was
one of these men.’
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That is why Heaven, through the Master, said: ‘Out of Charity, no salvation.’
As I was saying the chaplet one day, a voice came to tempt me:
‘You don’t trust in God, either you have total trust in God either you have not.’
Silence—
I continued saying the chaplet and the voice of Christ told me:
‘Go on.’ Yet the provocation was stronger than me, I answered that I had a total
trust in God.
Two or three days went by and I had forgotten this fact. Then in broad daylight,
I experienced a terrifying thing, coming from another world, that I cannot tell.
I was petrified in front of the thing; tetanized. A voice that was unknown to me
by then came out of me, over which I had no control and I did as Saint Peter,
the apostle— I saw myself falling.
It lasted a short while then everything came back to normal. I was very shaken
and I then thought over what I had said about trust. I was wondering, ‘How is it
possible? Don’t panic, this voice came from my soul, not from me, not from my
spirit but— but from my soul!’—
Several days went by. I wanted to forget what had happened but I could not. ‘I
can’t play at make-believe!’ I said. Then I took an icon of Christ in my hand and
told Him, ‘How is it possible, how can I not totally trust in You, I who have seen
You several times. I speak to You; You answer me. You guide me! I can’t understand, how could I have fallen before You?’
He answered me, ‘you are divided up.’ Abruptly I understood! I had read it,
I had mentally understood it but... but I had not experienced it. The Master
had said that the body could sin against the spirit without the spirit knowing
and reciprocally, likewise with the soul. ‘There are so many beings within us,’
said the Master. And that day, that was really the case. Everything in me was
tetanized and this voice that was unknown to me by now had betrayed me. We
are divided up! That is why it is so hard for us to believe. Our being, contrary to
what we can see, is broken up, divided up and burst out. We therefore have to
work on unifying the being.
"On the day that you were one, you made two. And when you are two, what will
you do?" Saying 11 from the Gospel of Thomas.
When you experience a teaching like this one, it is not to drag you down. Christ
had allowed me to experience it not to drag me down but to experience it— and
to be aware of that voice, above all.
What a wonder, I had found a new part of me. With it, I started to say the chaplets. Sometimes, the voice says them and I help it when it is tired. That is why
you should say the chaplet to yourself and not out loud!
A long time before, I had a deeply moving experience. I saw myself in the form
of an angel. I was on the ground, as if knocked out, close to a coma state, seriously wounded, mainly in the wings. The blow that I had received must have
been very powerful. It reminded me of this parable. It is as if your real "I" was
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this angel and you a pseudo. Suppose that anyone has a pseudo on the net.
This pseudo has its social life. It depends on you. Then someone comes into
your flat and puts you in a coma. Your pseudo on the net is all that you have left.
It survives and develops itself. And one day, in opening its heart, this pseudo
on the net realises that a being more subtle than itself is there on the other side
of the screen and it starts realizing that it is nothing but an object of this being. But this being has not recovered all his/her forces for s/he is still in a coma,
between Life and Death, with lucid moments from time to time. What is to be
done then?
Either the pseudo hides away for fear of disappearing in the awakening of this
wounded being, or it decides to awake him/her and to get his/her real position
back. But how can it be done?
Hence the quest it is pursuing! This pseudo on the net learns that there is also
a Being who is creator of all things and who took a pseudo as well, dived into
this world of illusions so as to show the way forward to get out of it and to raise
up the being in a coma between the Life and Death. Indeed, but for that to be
done, we have to trust in this Being!
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Chapter 10
Forgiveness
"A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my disciples,
if you love one another." (John 13-34)
Forgiveness is the main meaning of the Pater Noster, the prayer taught by Christ.
If we do not forgive, then how could God forgive all the trespasses that we have
committed since the original sin and during the thousands lives we have had
since then?
It took me more than thirty years to understand forgiveness. As a child, I entered churches many times and I even asked Christ several times, ‘Why should
we forgive? If you systematically forgive, the other will do the same thing again.
Why? why? why?’
There was silence in the church each time. Then one day, when I was about 33
years old, several months before the encounter at Châtel-Montagne, I made up
my mind to forgive from the very bottom of my heart, but without understanding. With my whole heart, from the bottom of my heart, I said something like
this:
‘I forgive all the beings who sinned against me, in this life here below, in all the
other past lives whatever the wound I might have suffered. I forgive me. I apologize to all beings against whom I have sinned in this life and in all my past lives.
I apologize to God for all the sins that I have committed against Him.’
It freed me a lot. I felt a breath of wind leaving from the coccyx going up along
the spine. Some people told me that it was a beginning of Kundalini— now
I know it’s wrong. It was a really wonderful thing which came to an end in
Jerusalem during my pilgrimage in December 2013. The Kundalini is associated with the Snake. The aim of Christianity is not the Awakening thanks to the
Snake— but rather the eradication of the Snake and the Awakening in the Holy
Spirit.
Times went by. One day, I was violently mugged by a man for no reason. He
wanted to hit me; I stayed calm. He offended me. Several times, I heard voices
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saying, ‘Shoot, insult him, who does he think he is?’ These voices proposed me
plenty dirty words to answer back. I hushed them up the best I could. Back
home, I thought about the gospel. Here again, Christ set an example. He was,
He too, scoffed and offended. On Golgotha, He had forgiven on the Cross, "Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing." (Luke 23-34).
It was my turn to follow Him. I sat down facing an icon of Christ and said to
Him, ‘I forgive that man who offended me.’ Silence—
Then I said a chaplet for that man for the Master said it, he too, that we have to
forgive and to pray for the being who has offended us.
And one day, at last, I understood. Forgiveness is an act of love, an act of unconditional love. Indeed, but how hard it is to forgive!
"Love one another" said Christ. How can we love one another if we cannot
make a clean sweep of the past. That is why we have to forgive from the very
bottom of our hearts. With forgiveness, you break all the links that chain you to
the other one when s/he is trespassing on you. The other has no hold over you
anymore, he remains alone, chained to his blasphemies. That is why we have
to pray for those that have trespassed to us so as to free them from these chains
as well.
You can understand forgiveness only by experiencing it.
Once again, here is another enigmatic anecdote that I experienced. One day I
walked to the church of my area. I was meditating before the Cross as usual.
I mentioned to Him problems against non incarnated beings, most of them
adherent of a certain philosophy that I cannot mention and that He Himself introduced to me.
Christ then said to me: ‘I want you to wage war.’ I trembled. These beings,
I fought against them, and somehow in spite of myself if I may say, in a certain country that I cannot mention; they are very powerful. There, you have no
guns; so what’s the point? How can you wound beings that have no physical
form anymore? But them, they can hit you because they have access to matter— and they hit me.
For my part, I had two formidable weapons: Forgiveness and prayer! I often
said to them, ‘I myself am nothing, but the One who is with me can do anything. I forgive your trespasses’ and I said many Ave Maria, Pater Noster, Creed
or many Glory be to the Father— It was worse than everything for them, they
endured inexpressible sufferings. Once the fight was over, I was sad! Why had
these beings, who are our brothers, chosen darkness and not the Light?
I also wondered how these beings, certainly powerful, were suffering so much
and by which mechanism? I was then suggested that when praying, these prayers
were entering them. The unconditional love was entering them and opening
their heart and their spirit to the Light. This inspired them like a temptation,
like an impetus— the impetus to go toward the Light. Impetus terribly repressed by the One who splits; hence the sufferings. The Master had warned,
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‘The Devil is very powerful and he grants those that are on his path when God
would not grant them; but he always exacts a high price for his gifts.’ (Notebooks of Victoire Joan Philippe, page 33.)
I came back home, puzzled; "to war?" but what does it mean to wage war?
The day after, I went back to the church. I prepared a prayer to wage war. I asked
Heaven the systematic eradication of this form of thought and the destruction
of all the monuments associated with it. I was aware of such a request.
I came up to the Cross in that church; I was not very self-assured; I was afraid of
missing the point. I said my request— but I felt that this prayer did not please
Christ. Silence—
Embarrassed, I went back to the Blessed Virgin Mary at the back of the church
to say my chaplet as usual. As I was walking toward Her, I shrugged my shoulders and told Her, ‘I can’t understand.’ Silence—
I sat down before Her and said my chaplet. Suddenly everything became clear,
the more I said, the more I remembered the images from the Gospel. I was
shown cheeks and I heard, ‘If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them
the other cheek also.’ (Matthew 5:38-42)
I smiled back; I was beginning to understand. Once my chaplet over, I walked
back close to the Cross, ‘I have understood, You want me to forgive these beings.
But Lord, they forced me to kneel down before other gods than You, they forced
me to greet them, they hit me in my flesh, they trespassed on me. And You, You
want me to forgive them.’ Silence—
I said sincerely, ‘And yet, there is no hatred in my heart, just sadness that we are
not all gathered.’ I became aware of the effectiveness of the chaplet; associated
with acts, the hatred and the spirit of revenge had vanished from my heart.
Then I said with my whole heart, ‘Yes, I forgive all those beings who trespassed
on me.’ Silence—
Then a voice, that I recognized, coming from an extremely powerful being crossed
the church as fast as a gust of wind saying, ‘I curse you.’ I trembled. I heard
several voices which told me, ‘Curse him too’ then several insults. I regained
self-control and claimed, ‘No— I forgive him.’
And a deep voice, full of authority, coming from the Cross, announced to me,
"YOU DO WELL."
I trembled again. I was thankful and went back home.
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Chapter 11
Charity
The Master had taught me, and still teaches me, to be charitable. And practicing charity is difficult! We are afraid, afraid of the social pressure because few
people give, afraid of the other, afraid of ourselves.
Practicing charity is also look at our inner self in the mirror, face to face: suppose you were in that being’s shoes sitting down in the street, what would you
want others to do for you?
Practicing charity is learning to love, to look at the other as another self, as a
friend, for you might have been in his shoes and who knows, perhaps that in
one century or two, when you come back on earth, you will really be in his
shoes.
A despaired woman in the subway took the plunge, ‘Give me, give me something.’ General disregard. On walking out of the subway, these words sounded
as a revelation. I saw myself, I too, every morning, saying the Pater Noster, ‘Give
us today our daily bread.’
Practicing charity is also being aware that you too, as I am, are beggars— beggars of eternity!
Practicing charity is also looking at our inner self, living in the present moment.
You have to be very alert when practicing charity for a lot of invisible things appear into the visible!!!
One day a beggar asked for a coin. I clearly felt my heart enclosing itself as if
giving 2 euros was going to tear out my heart and to ruin me. Once this experience over, I was distressed. I have the systematic reflex to question myself, as
much as it is granted to me by Heaven. Heaven wanted to pass on a teaching to
me. Indeed, but which one? I then remembered my requests in my chaplets of
such and such a thing. What I asked Christ was much more than a 2 euro coin,
and yet He gave it to me, "Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find;
knock and the door will be opened to you." (Matthew 7:7)
So much still remained to be done!
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Few Christians believe in reincarnation. The Master told you it is true and written in the Gospel. We have had, according to the Master, thousands of past
lives, so by inference thousands of fathers, thousands of mothers, thousands
of brothers, sisters, children, grandchildren, different families, wholehearted
friends and enemies. And if this being who begs was one of our former close
relatives, a very dear person at that time. Maybe yes, maybe no— but when in
doubt—
Above all practicing charity is bringing joy to the other, to the one that you do
not know. We have to experience charity to gradually understand what Christ
did for us. He got rid of everything through an unconditional love that we call
the Passion. He set an example and asked us to follow Him on the path!
The Master adds, ‘The Light is the science; whoever has charity has the Light.’
(30/11/1893)
"Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters
of mine, you did for me." (Matthew 25-40.)
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Chapter 12
The Photographic Negatives
This chapter is very important and explains many hidden things. We refer the
interested reader to Vie et Paroles, that is Life and Words by Alfred Haehl. The
Master teaches us the notion of photographic negative called cliché in french.
This notion is a major one and governs the dynamism of every act of ours. Here
are three quotations:
The Master said, ‘Everything exists in the ambient, in a photographic state. When
an event is to occur, there comes from the whole vastness molecules to constitute
a photographic negative. A few persons may have a gift to perceive photographic
negatives. These ones will see more or less sharp photographic negatives showing
themselves, and depending on their sharpness, they will conclude that this event
is to occur in such a time. Photographic negatives are alive; they can be summoned up and be perceptible to our intelligence.’ (24/02/1902)
‘Any being, in front of whose brain pictures show themselves, cannot escape on
its own from the obligation to think and act, whereas those for whom these pictures are like suspended in the air are unable to act even to think.
This is how a good clairvoyant is able to tell you that a house is going to be built
there or elsewhere. Because the photographic negative is already there, waiting
until it can latch onto the mind of an architect that will be able to seize it. The
architect will be proud of the idea he will credit himself with, unaware that he is
only a tool.’ (24/02/1902)
Hence the humility that all of us should have on discovering such and such
progress— Even for a theorem in mathematics, as thoroughgoing as it may be,
the mathematician is still but an instrument— Indeed, but how hard it is to acknowledge it—
‘Everything is and has been; as for the "will be", it’s not quite that, or more accurately it will not always be in the same place.
All beings must endure the photographic negatives, except the free ones.
All is written and however all may be changed; yet, to get a change, that must be
useful.’
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Chapter 13
The One who splits
"For all those who exalt themselves will be humbled, and those who humble
themselves will be exalted." (Luke 14-11)
Born in a cave in Bethlehem, entered in Jerusalem on a baby donkey and died
on the Cross for us, Christ who is so great shows us the way forward again: humility!
And the devil, who also appears in the Gospel during the Temptation into the
wilderness, whom I call the One who splits: reality or pure fiction? Let us listen
to Master Philippe de Lyon:
‘We are in the apartment of pride and we have to deceive the keeper to get out; we
got led astray by ourselves.’ (Referring to: "My Father’s house has many rooms."
(John 14-2))
‘Jesus-Christ alone has known the mystery of the problem of Evil. All the sages
didn’t even have a hunch of it; they halted at the foot of that wall that was limiting their horizon, feeling that there was something beyond, but they couldn’t say
a word of it.’
‘God, when He created the world, created harmless beings; He also created infernal beings. He created them deliberately. All that God did, He did it in full
knowledge of what He was doing.’ (13/12/1894). Avoid any naive and hurried
conclusions— God the Father has an infinite intelligence— we have not! (Addendum of April 13th, 2020 : read our text XIII from www.saintemesse.com...)
‘Man improves himself only by his own efforts, he understands only what he experiments, he appreciates the value of things only after tasting their ashes. He
doesn’t get much out of advice and admonitions for he only half-believes them.’
‘The demon exists, that’s certain, and we shouldn’t deny the existence of the infernal spirits, it would entail the denial of the beneficial spirits. But don’t be
superstitious.’ (20/02/1895)
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‘We have good and evil in us. Evil is nothing but the demon and as for us, we are
nothing but fallen angels.’ (25/06/1897.)
‘Put yourself down if you don’t want Heaven to put you down.’ (06/05/1902.)
‘Hadn’t God loved us a lot, it would be too late since one thousand eight hundred
fifty six years.’ (06/05/1902.)
‘Antichrist’s soldiers are those that make human judgements on Christ, who is
the Incarnated Word of the Father, that is the Word of God. They say that Christ
is an advanced man, that he studied at such temple, at such sanctuary and that
his initiation raised Him to the rank that He held.’ (17/02/1902.)
‘Our Lord Jesus-Christ didn’t heal, as some people say and think, with the help of
some spirits: no, He needed no one for He was not a superior man; He was God.’
(07/01/1894.)
‘Never trust those wonder makers claiming that they are the incarnate Christ, the
risen Christ.’ (28/03/1895.)
‘Who is anti-Christian? Anyone developing his brain to the detriment of his
heart.’ (06/03/1902.)
‘When Satan tempted the Lord he didn’t know him; he didn’t know it was Him.’
(12/02/1901.)
I had the privilege to see the One who splits three times in visions and several
times furtively during the prayers. He was alone. Except that Friday morning
on the 27th of December 2013 at Jerusalem during my pilgrimage. That day,
Heaven woke me up around 5h30 am, I think, maybe earlier. We slept at the
sisters’ home. I took my chaplet and started praying in front of the Cross. Then,
my sight changed. I had access to an additional spatial dimension. I cannot tell
everything.
While I was saying the Ave Maria, I saw in front of me a gloomy land, full of
dust. Some large-scale thing was moving fast but not in my direction. Abruptly,
I saw a tall snake along with a horseman in a cloud of dust. Apparently, they did
not expect to see me. When they saw me, they turned towards me. I could feel a
wall of Hate charging straight ahead at me, hurling very powerful maledictions
at me but which fortunately were stopped thanks to an invisible veil which was
preserving me. I knew that the Blessed Virgin Mary was protecting me. I kept
on saying the Ave Maria. And then, the snake, this tall, powerful and terrifying
snake came and raised itself in front of me, face to face, eye to eye, some ten
centimeters away from me. Its red eyes were bloodshot and full of fury. It was
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a colossal wall of Hate. At its left hand side was a man, clearly of the Semitic12
type. He looked like a prince on his white horse. What baffled me was his gaze;
empty. There was nothing left. He gave the impression of being totally manipulated by the snake. They were in front of me. There was a silence—
I kept on saying the Ave Maria in my head. The man did not reveal his name to
me. I ended my chaplet then suddenly everything went back to normal. I no
longer had access to that extra spatial dimension. I gave thanks to Heaven for
having experienced so many things that day.
Remember the Gospel according to Matthew (7-15), "Watch out for false prophets.
They come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ferocious wolves.
By their fruit you will recognise them."
Master Philippe de Lyon clarifies, ‘He who says, "within me lies the strength",
belittles Christ and negates his divinity; that one is a false prophet. Christ was
definitely the Son of God. God into man, and nothing is known of his earthly life.’
In some places on earth, I saw the One who splits in the form of a snake but in
other places I saw him in the form of a dragon. He cursed me three times while
I was praying at the foot of the Cross in the church where I am used to going to.
The Master claims, ‘Darkness spirits will become Light spirits someday.’ (04/02/1902.)
Few people incarnated on earth have an idea of the real power of the One who
splits. He is nearly as powerful as God the Father Himself! I testify to the fact
that he has, for example, the possibility to inspire your mind with germs of ideas
through photographic negatives or through telepathy. When I talk about that
power, many people think, with good reason, of the film Inception by Christopher Nolan. It is obviously more subtle but it provides a support to clarify the
thought. You therefore understand why the chaplets are repetitive prayers. Repeating again and again the Ave Maria and the Pater Noster allows, among other
things, to eradicate these germs of pathological thoughts. God the Father is unconditional Love, the One who splits is unconditional Hate. The more you live
in hate, the more you are subdued to the Snake. That is why the Master insists
in claiming that we cannot get through if we do not love above all! We have to
clean any traces of hate in us in order to give the Snake no hold upon us.

1

Semitic = first used to refer to a family of languages native to West Asia (the Middle East).
The languages evolved and spread to Asia Minor, North Africa, the Horn of Africa and Malta.
(Wikipedia Sources.)
2
Remember that Hitler was clearly a european male...
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Chapter 14
Purgatory: Myth or reality?
Another day, at dawn, I was enraptured in the Spirit to a place that I did not
know. Everything was darkness. At my left hand side, there was the Blessed
Virgin Mary dressed in Light and my guardian angel at my right hand side who
was gracefully swirling into the air. Suddenly, I saw a lot of golden-Light crosses,
hundreds of them aligned as in a cemetery. I did not understand. And abruptly
I had a horrendous sight.
I could hear screams of pain and cries of despair. I could not clearly see anybody, but I had the feeling that close to each cross of Light, there was a being in
an untold despair. I was panicking, getting out of control; I yelled to the Blessed
Virgin Mary something like, ‘We must get them out of here.’ She answered me
that nothing could be done. I got out of the vision, trembling. Later, a voice
came to tell me that it was purgatory, that nothing could be done for them for
it was their choices. They had refused the Light on Earth. But a cross of Light
was always there, beside them, present in case they would decide to accept the
Light. The free will of anyone should be respected.
It is difficult to understand— These beings on earth had refused the Light. We
have our free will. The Light never imposes itself on us. If we do not accept the
Light, the Light withdraws. But when the Light is gone, darkness comes. Nobody wants to understand that here below. The will of the Father is that we love
one another, that we experience the unconditional love. You can understand.
You are a father or a mother with many children. Which family would you like; a
family in which your children kill, rape, trespass, tear apart, torture OR a family
in which children love and respect one another and build together?
To each his own choices to be experimented!
Here is another anecdote that I experienced. A person whom I love cannot believe in what I have been experiencing. During a trip in a foreign country, we
arrived at a new hotel late in the afternoon. As usual, I took out a photo of the
Master, the face of Christ (Holy Shroud) and a little statue of the Blessed Virgin
Mary. And as usual, she grumbled. I expected it. I looked at the Master and I felt
a deep sadness coming over me. That person does not understand what I have
been experiencing. The heat in the town we were in was stifling. She quickly de71
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cided to have a bath. While in the bath, a general power cut in the flat occurred.
Hardly anything could be seen and the bathroom was pitch black. Light was
everywhere except in our room! I looked at the Master hastily, ‘You did it, didn’t
You?’ He answered me, ‘Indeed.’ My sadness turned into jubilation.
This person was shouting, asking me to bring the candles. I answered to her
that I did not know where they were; which was totally wrong. I had had enough
of fighting on and on, enough of being misunderstood. I understood what
Heaven wanted her to experience; by dint of stubbornly refusing the Light,
someday you will end into pitch black, into darkness. Now, it is pitch black
in the bath and it is no big deal— but tomorrow—
We remained a long while without electricity, during the whole time she got
dressed. Suddenly I thought about the lighting again. I then got up out of the
bed to inform the reception and everything was as before!
Let us end the chapter with a quotation from the Gospel of Philip (114) which
should not be forgotten:
"And so one dwells either in this world or in the resurrection or in the middle
place. God forbid that I be found in there! In this world, there is good and evil.
Its good things are not good, and its evil things not evil. But there is evil after
this world which is truly evil - what is called "the middle". It is death. While we
are in this world, it is fitting for us to acquire the resurrection, so that when we
strip off the flesh, we may be found in rest and not walk in the middle. For many
go astray on the way. For it is good to come forth from the world before one has
sinned." (Translated by Wesley W. Isenberg.)
That is why Master Philippe de Lyon insists:
“You will not get through if you don’t love above all.”
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Chapter 15
Our world : Unique or not?
The Master says, ‘There are thousands of worlds like Earth and what occurred
here two thousand years ago, Christ accomplished it everywhere at the same
time.’ (03/03/1902)
‘When our Lord Jesus-Christ moves to another apartment, He also changes his
features and takes a body and a face adapted to the apartment in which are located the people He visits.’ (02/05/1895)
I will let you in on a great secret to understand hidden subtleties. In mathematics, we define objects equipped with laws. Once defined, the question is the
following: Can we describe the associated free object? The free object is universal. Any object following the same laws as it, is but an image of the object.
Suppose that one day you model a situation A by an object A’ which follows
some laws. Then another person models a situation B by an object B’ following
the same laws as A’. Again another person models a situation C by an object C’
following these same laws. These objects are all different at first sight... but it
happens that they follow the same laws! Then, as an algebraist, you are eager
to answer the question: What is the free object governing all these objects A’, B’,
C’...? For you know that once the free object is known, you will be able to describe any object which follows the same laws as it since it will be but an image
of it (... a quotient for those who know.)
How to proceed? There is the theory. The theory claims that one can describe
such an object in a very abstract way. So abstract that this object is hardly palpable, hardly visible for the mind. Then you are searching for it! Can we construct an isomorphism between this abstract object and an objet that is more
concrete, easier to understand?
Iso... morphism: this means the same structures, the same laws, a copy absolutely identical to this universal and abstract object. This is not an image anymore, a pale copy from the original, but indeed the original itself in a concrete
shape. It is often a difficult work to do.
Have you grasped the parable? There are so many beings in the universe. All
these beings are subject to the same laws and all are in the image of this uni73
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versal Being named God. But this Being is so abstract for the moment, hardly
understandable for our mind, that on each inhabited world there needs an isomorphism of this Being, much more concrete, much more understandable,
who can be reached by our senses. For that purpose, this universal Being has
to take shape in a body which looks perfectly like ours so that we may identify
with him. In our human world, this Being is called Christ. As the Master already
taught us: Christ is God... up to an isomorphism if Heaven allows me to say so!
That is why, as described in an apocryphal text, Christ revealed to John in an
apparition, ‘John—, John—, why are you doubting? ...I am the Son, I am the
Father, I am the Mother’ ... up to an isomorphism, if here again Heaven doesn’t
mind my saying it! That is why we say the Holy Trinity: The Father, The Son and
The Holy Spirit: God, One, into three!
One day, I said to Christ through my icon, in the face, in the eye, ‘Father, how
do you concretely proceed to perform all these miracles?’ He then answered me,
‘God can do anything.’ I smiled back.
You see, God can do anything, so many things that He is able to make as many
isomorphisms as He wants to!
The Master clarifies again:
‘We are in a very backward world; there are worlds where the last inhabitant is
more advanced than the first one of our planet.’ (04/01/1895)
‘There are worlds where no one speaks.’
‘In higher worlds, laugh and tears don’t exist; there is only the smile.’
‘Everywhere, there are good beings mixed with bad ones, everywhere a unique
Being as the creator of all things is acknowledged.’
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Chapter 16
Sexuality and Love
Master Philippe de Lyon claims, ‘We are meant to go to a place in which pure
and brotherly love exists in the full sense of the word, but in which there is no sex
organ1 .’
Sexuality is a very mysterious thing. Almost all the traditions advocate abstinence as much as possible. Why?
In short, you have to know that within our spine there is a channel where the
yang energy spreads itself; it is called Du Mai. This channel notably feeds the
brain and the heart, the places where the soul and the spirit are. It arises in an
energy reserve that the Chinese medical tradition called lower Dan Tian, which
is fed by the Kidneys. Kidneys are at the root of sexual energy. For men, Du Mai
runs along the urethra. No life is possible without that energy.
If you have extrasensory possibility, you have noticed that when ejaculating,
sperm comes out... well, you know that... but also that quite an important
breath comes out of the Du Mai through the urethra! That energy of life is not
meant for coming out, it must feed your energy centers. That is why it is important not to do anything with it.
Many traditions offer purifying technics to bring this sexual energy under control. For Christians, as you know now, no technic! Asking the Father is enough.
That energy is related to the Baptism in the Holy Spirit, with this lava flow that
I felt. It is connected to the fusion of the two into One.
... purifying technics? Indeed, you have read it well. You should read carefully
the visions of Sister Catherine Emmerich. She clearly saw Joachim, the father
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, going to the temple before being a dad. He received
rays of Light over the genitals before his union with Anne, who was to become
the mother of Mary. Joachim clearly received a purifying of his semen. The
mark that the Beast put into us would therefore be into the sperm, at least a
part of it.
1

Addendum of April 13th, 2020 : read our text XIII on www.saintemesse.com
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That is why the Blessed Virgin Mary said at Lourdes, ‘I am the Immaculate conception"’ that I understand in short, by, "I am not marked by the Beast".
That is why Christ said in a vision to Catherine Emmerich that the greatest
power of women is their transformations into better beings. The purer the future mother is, the more she has the power to purify the being who is about to
be born. Those that will be born from such a woman will have fewer debts from
their past lives to pay off and therefore will suffer less.
Men also have the energy print of the female genitals. I can therefore feel in
me the womb of a woman, that I try to treat, vibrating in me. When Heaven
helps a woman during the treatment, the most often, it is her womb which is
targeted—
That is why the opening of the channel in the spine by this Kundalini is essential for the One who splits, because linking the energy center where the sperm
is, marked by his seal, to the brain where the soul of man is in order to feed on
it is a golden opportunity.
That is why many go mad after such an opening. I remind you once again that
the opening of this channel must be done by God Himself, that is by Christ: It
is the Baptism with the Holy Spirit. Any forced opening will have, in the shorter
or longer term, tragic consequences, in this world— or in the other one!
I can testify. There are demons who have the power to take a woman’s shape
with perfect features and to bewitch men. They are called succubus. By their
bewitchments, they mate with you in order to force you to ejaculate. It is not
the sperm, a priori, they are looking for but the breath of life coming out when
ejaculating. It is clearly a rape!
This takes place in a kind of awake dreams. Some wet dreams, as we say in
medicine, come from there. It is difficult to fight alone against these demons...
but with forgiveness and the chaplet of the Blessed Virgin Mary, everything becomes easier.
As I am not incarnated in a woman’s body, I cannot testify if an analogous thing
exists for women.
The mysterious gospel according to Mary Magdalene recounts a discussion that
she had with Christ after His resurrection. Our Father explains to her the forms
that the soul must cross to go up. There are seven forms, "The first form is Darkness, the second Desire, the third Ignorance, the fourth is the Excitement of death,
the fifth is the Kingdom of the flesh, the sixth is the Foolish wisdom of flesh, the
seventh is the Wrathful wisdom. These are the seven powers of wrath."
You have read it well: Kingdom of the flesh— Consequently, beware of these
beings here below who offer you an access to lust (pornography for example).
God did not give us the gift of love so that we sully it.
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***
And what about love? You have noticed that love between a woman and a man
leads to the sexual union. The feelings which had arisen out of the heart end up
with the sexual union of the two bodies.
I have often wondered how this union would be in the hereafter since according to the Master and the Gospel, there is no sex. What is pure love? Here are
some anecdotes to try to understand.
You remember that Master Philippe de Lyon had given me this extrasensory
gift. One day, I was in the subway. A woman, hardly 20 years old, kissed her
boyfriend in the neck. It was for me a gift from Heaven. While she was kissing
him, I could feel her lips gently settling on my own neck and her love spreading
like Light rays. I was so amazed by this kiss that my first reaction was to say,
‘Well, she really loves him!’ Suddenly, I realised what I have just described to
you. I was a little ashamed of having interfered in the intimacy of this couple.
Thinking about it afterwards, I realised that Love was an extraordinary vibration.
Another day, I was walking along with my wife. I saw two women greedily kissing each other. Horrible! I could feel, ...with my tongue..., the tongue of the one
on my right kissing me. I quickly looked away! for the only way to cut it off is
not to look at it. It is no use stating that the vibrating level of that kiss had nothing to do with the one from my first experiment.
Until then, it was women that I felt in me. One day, a couple of friends came
home. The wife was standing by the window. We were talking to each other.
Her husband came beside her and caressed her waist with love. This time, I
was feeling his hands caressing my own waist. I felt like saying, ‘Laurent, stop
caressing your wife!’
I often think over this Master’s quotation, ‘There are so many beings within us.’
‘If you could feel what I feel, you would feel that we are one.’ From what I have
experienced, I tell you: You are in everyone and everyone is in you! That is why
if such a person is kissing another one and that I see them, this person kisses
me as well.
Here is another anecdote. I was in a train for quite a while. My legs were hurting
me. I was thinking about the discussions that I often had, about all the difficulties that I had to make people become aware that there is a transcendent dimension to their lives and that it does not come down to commute, work, sleep
except if they wish it to be so. In short, I had had enough of struggling. I stood
up from my seat to walk.
Then happened one of these sweet short moments which makes you feel good.
Behind me, there was a woman, a nun, about thirty years old; our gazes met. I
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looked at her tenderly. She seemed a little confused. She was saying the rosary.
On her right hand side, a man was listening to music. In front of them the seats
were free.
I went to the buffet car to have a coffee and to stretch my legs. While drinking,
I heard a voice, ‘You should go to see her and talk.’ I refused for she was saying the rosary and I dared not disturb her. The voice insisted. I gave in, ‘Well!
if going there is the will of Heaven, I will go.’ I needed a sign, ‘Yes I will, but
on condition that, once I will be back from the buffet car, the man beside her is
gone.’ Silence—
I was walking back to my seat and stupefaction: She was alone; the man beside
her was gone, leaving his belongings behind. Therefore, since it is the will of
Heaven—
I moved forward and sat down in front of this woman. I was looking at her. She
was beautiful; a lot of gentleness, a lot of Light. I started speaking. I told her
that I also said the chaplet. Her voice was sweet; she seemed confused. She
told me she lived a cloistered life. I understood. Being accosted by a man might
not be part of her everyday life. Suddenly the discussion stopped. She gathered
in herself. I was looking at her and did not say a word. She must be praying.
Some minutes went by. Silence—
I was looking at her respectfully. Gradually, an intense Light ball, let us say
about fifty centimeters in diameter went out of my heart. It remained quite a
long time. I had a deep feeling of peace, I felt good, I felt so good—
I had never felt such an impression before. I regained self-control and spoke
to Heaven, ‘Are you doing something on me, or is it she who is praying for me?’
Silence—
Everything came back as before. She was looking at me again, eating a little.
The silence was still between us until she humbly announced to me, ‘I have
prayed for you.’ I answered, ‘Yes, Sister, I know.’ And I told her what I had just
experienced. She was surprised. ‘You have a very beautiful spirituality’, I told
her. I felt like telling her about everything that you have just read but the train
stopped. My trip was over. I thanked her sincerely.
Sometimes I think, ‘Instead of uniting the sexes, what about uniting the hearts?’
This pure Love, I had also experienced with this cockroach in Vietnam.
I had obviously experienced this pure Love with my elder Sister, our Mother and
with our Father. The breath of the Father is that of unconditional Love. When
it goes through you, it gives Life. This breath, this Love is beyond words. Only
in experiencing it will you realize what it really is. The Master said, ‘It is not a
current, but rather a Light, it represents the "Love one another" union, no initiate
knows it. I used this force for the first time at the age of 7.’
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Chapter 17
In a few words...
For those who may be interested by some books:
1) The Bible, and the gospels according to Thomas, Philip and Mary Magdalene.
2) Life and Words (Vie et Paroles), available in English, see our web site. (About
Master Philippe de Lyon)
3) Answers from Master Philippe (Les réponses de Maître Philippe), available in English, see our web site.
4) Life and Teaching of John Chapas, (Vie et Enseignement de Jean Chapas), in
French.
5) Notebooks of Victoire Joan Philippe, (Les Carnets de Victoire Philippe), in French.
6) The way of a Pilgrim.
7) Simon, Son of John (in French) by Odette-Claire Brousse who was my former
schoolteacher.

***
Christianity is the only religion that tells you about your original family. Let us
quote the Gospel two times:
"He came to that which was his own, but his own did not receive him. Yet to
all who did receive him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to
become children of God, children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God." (John 1-11.)
“"Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?" Pointing to his disciples, he said,
"Here are my mother and my brothers. For whoever does the will of my Father in
heaven is my brother and sister and mother."” (Matthew 12-48.)
The Master said to a few Friends of His once, ‘the Time was young. The Earth
and even the Universe did not exist yet... AND yet, You and I, were already together!’
What you should remember from this testimony is the complicity between God
the Father and his children who are looking for Him. This complicity, this very
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strong link of Love that knits us together with God the Father, is unfortunately
misunderstood by many of us. God the Father is Love and it is our turn to go
back to Him.
I had wanted to meet my true family, I was about to make it. But since the
original sin, I had, like you, broken this Love tie between the Father and me.
Everything that had been broken by the Tempter, by the One who splits had to
be rebuilt.
Master Philippe de Lyon claims, ‘Jesus will send a Comforter and you will all see
him; but how many heart-wrenchings before he comes! For Jesus will return but
it will be too late for those who do not follow the path of good. Have you not read
in the Gospel that there will be weeping there and gnashing of teeth? That time
has not quite come yet but it’s not very far-off.’ (26/12/1893)
The Master claims: ‘No one, I assure you, loves you more than me.’
The Master claims: ‘All of you must pass before me to go to Heaven, for all of you
must pass on the path where I am.’
Therefore, according to you, who is Master Philippe de Lyon?
In Christ,
L.P.
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